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This dissertation consists of three self-contained papers in applied econo-
metrics.
The frrst chapter, Testing Multi,uariate Di,stri,buti,ons (joint with Jushan
Bai), proposes a new method to test multivariate distributions with a focus on
multivariate normality and multivariate t distribution, motivated in part by
examination of financial market data. Using Khmaladze's martingale trans-
formation to purge the effect of parameter estimation, our test generates a
distribution-free statistic and can be easily applied to cases with complicated
parameters. Simulation shows our test has good size and power. Finally, we
apply our test procedure to a real multivariate financial time series. The
result is consistent with the well-known fat tail property of financial data.
The second chapter, Measuri,ng the pouerty Line in china: 
-An Equi,aa-
lence Scale Method,, is motivated by the current urban poverty issue in China.
The fundamental question is: given the poverty threshold for an individual,
how should that threshold vary across households with different demographic
characteristics? This paper uses urban Household survey (uHS) data of
China to estimate the equivalence scales for Chinese urban households. The
results provide a quantitative reference to calculate the comparable poverty
lines for households with different demographic compositions. It also can
be used to determine appropriate subsidy levels for demographically differ-
ent households. A useful byproduct of this exercise is the specification of a
demand system for China.
The third chapter, Dynarnics of city Growth: Rand,om or Deterrni,nis-
tic? Euidence From china (joint with Shihe Fu), tests the rand.om growth
theory and the endogenous growth theory in urban economics using Chinese
city size data from L984-2002. We implement unit root and cointegration
tests on pooled heterogeneous cities in the country. Since China is still in
the period of rapid urbanization, we can only tentatively conclude that the
overall Chinese city growth does not follow either rand.om growth or parallel
growth. However, we find that a small number of cities with certain common
characteristics do grow parallel.
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Chapter 1
Testing Multivariate Distributions
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ZhJtrong Chen
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1.1 Introduction
This paper considers a new method of testing multivariate distributions with a focus on the
multivariate normal distribution and the multivariate t distribution. This focus is largely
motivated by our empirical analysis, which in turns stems from recent developments in
the statistical analysis of financial data. When modelling conditional volatility for financial
variables as in generalized conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH), the two most frequently
used distributions are multivariate normal and multivariate t, see Tsay (2002). Quite often,
it is not clear which distribution provides a better description of the fina.ncial variables.
Both distributions under GARCH can generate heavy tails and time varying volatility.
Both can do a good job in terms of predicting the future conditioning variance. However,
when computing the value at risk (VaR) of a portfolio, there could be a huge difference.
Normality assumption is likely to underreport the value at risk when the data do not
fit the assumption. Therefore, it is useful to knovr which distribution provides a better
characterization for the portfolio's return distribution.
Many tests exist in the literature for multivariate normal and multiva.riate t distribu-
tion, especially for testing normality. Mecklin and Mundfrom (200a) provided a thorough
survey. They classified the tests into four groups: graphic approaches, skewness and kur-
tosis approaches (e.g. Mardia (1970)), goodness-of-fi.t approaches (e.g. chi-square test,
Kolmogorov and Simirnov test) and finally consistency approaches (e.g. Epps and Pulley
(1983), Baringhaus and Henze(1988), Henze and Zirker (1990)). The literature is huge and
it is impossible to list all of the papers here. Each procedure has its own advantages and
disadvantages. For example, the skewness and kurtosis test is easy to use and performs
well against asymmetry. The usual criticism of this class of tests is its lack of consistency
since many different distributions share the same skewness and kurtosis with the normal
distribution. The chi-square test is widely used for distributional assumptions and has in-
tuitive appeal. When the dimension is high, however, the number of cells required may be
large and the number of observations in each cell will be small. The Kolmogorov test, while
consistent, is difficult to apply in the presence of estimated parameters, pa,rticularly for
multivariate data, where the number of estimated parameters is large. When the estimated
parameters are ignored, the inference will be invatid. And iid is a must assumption in most
of the existing tests.
In this paper, we propose an alternative procedure. This procedure combines the Kol-
mogorov test and the K-transformation in Khmaladze (1981). The K-transformation aims
to purge the effect of parameter estimation, yielding a distribution-free test. The proced.ure
is particularly suited for testing multivariate normality and multiva.riate t. These two cla.sses
of distributions enjoy similar properties. Both the marginal distributions and the condi-
tional distributions are in the same family of distributions, enabling simple computation.
One appealing property of the proposed procedure is its applicability to time series obser-
vations with time-varying means and time-varying covariance matrices. Our monte carlo
simulation shows the procedure is easy to implement and has good finite size an4 power.
'We 
use asymptotic critical values, and no specialized tables or simulations are needed.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we start out by outlining the idea of
the procedure. The outline is applicable for any multivariate distribution. In section 3. we
specialize the general principle to multivariate normality. Section 4 considers time series
data such as vector autoregressive models and GARCH processes. In Section 5, we further
elaborate the procedure for multivariate t distributions. Section 6 provides monte carlo
simulations to assess the finite sample performa,nce of the procedure. Section 7 applies the
procedure to a real fi.nancial data set by testing the joint conditional distribution of IBM
stock's return and the S&P 500 index. And section 8 concludes.
L.2 Description of the Method
L.2.L Preliminar.y
To introduce the idea, we first consider a bivariate distribution. Suppose the joint density
function of (X, Y) is given by
f xv (*, y)
Fhom
f xv (r, y) : fx (r) fvw (ul")
where fi1 is the marginal density function of X and 
-frlx is the conditional density function
of Y conditional on X. It is clea.r that the knowledge of the joint distribution is equivalent
to the knowledge of both marginal and conditional distributions. Simila,rly, from the joint
cdf F11v(r,g), one can obtain the marginal cdt Fy(r) and the cond.itionar cdf Fy1.76(Elr),
and vice versa. As a result, instead of directly testing specifications on the joint distri-
bution Fxv(r,U), we test specifications on both the marginal distribution Fx(x) and the
conditional distribution Fnx (y, r).
One key step is to use the integral transformation to obtain uniformly d.istributed ran-
dom variables. This transformation ailows us to handle nonidentically distributed random
variables as well as joint dependence and serial dependence. While X and Y are d.ependent,
a key insight is that Fx(X) and F4y(YlX) are two independent uniform random variables.
This can be seen from the following a^rgument.
For an arbitra,ry random variable Z , if. its cdf. F7(z) is continuous , then F7(Z) is t/(0, 1)
random variable. Now the conditional distribution of Y conditional on X : r is Fyla(ylr),
it follows that the conditional d.istribution of Fyly(YlX) (conditional on X : r) is U(0,1).
Since this conditional distribution does not depend on c, the unconditional distribution of
Fyx(YlX) is also Lr(O, 1) and is independent of X. Thus, Fyx(YlX) is also independent
of any functions of X, in pa.rticular, of F'x(X).
The above argument shows that we can turn the multivariate hypothesis testing into
testing univariate uniform random variables. This is possible because knowing the joint cdf
implies knowing the ma.rginal cdf and the conditional cdf and vice versa. Using these cdf's
we ca.n transform the random va^riables into uniform random variables. What is the most
interesting and useful is that these uniform random va,riables are also iid. This allows for
constructing empirical processes that has a Brownian bridge and its limiting process. We
will discuss this further below.
Extending this argument to general multivariate distributions is straightforward. Sup
pose we want to test the joint distribution of Y : (Yt,..., Y*) is
F (Yr' --.' ar")-
Flom this joint distribution, one can obtain the marginal distribution tr'(yr) and the con-
ditional distribution" F(yzlyi,F(AslybEz), ..., F(y^lyr...,U*_t). Conversely, from these
marginal and conditional distributions, we can also obtain the joint distribution. Thus
testing the random vector Y having a joint cdf F(y1, ...,u*) is equivalent to testing
F (Y),, F (YzlY), F (YtlYt,Yz), ..., F (Y,,lYr, ...,y,n_t)
are rn iid t/(0,1) random variables.
Now suppose we have a random sample of size n on the random vector Y, d.enoted by
(with some a abuse of notation) yt,y2,..., y' such that yi : (yt,..., yr_). Then
F(Yt),,F(YizlV),F(YslYt,Yz), 
..- ,F(V*lYt, ..., Y,*-r) i 
- 
t,2, ...,fr
form nm number of iid I/(0, 1) random variables. Now define an empirical process
1nm
u.*(,): +DDtrfar < r) - rl{n* 7_, x:r
where U;6 : F(Y*\Yr,...,Y,*_). Then as 12 --+ oor it is well known that
Vn* + B(r)
where B(r) is a Brownian bridge on [0,1], a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance
function EB(r)B(s) : r n s 
- 
rs. Ftom this weak convergence, one can easily construct
test statistic such that
,S 
- 
*p* Vor-(r)
then by the continuous mapping theorem
s 3',o?P1 B(')'
L.2.2 When Parameters Are Estimated
The preceding argument assumes that the distribution is fully specified. In practice, how-
ever, the joint distribution is only specified up to a vector of unknown parameters. In gen-
eral, Let d be the underlying parameter vector so that we may write y 
- 
F(yt,...,a^10).
For example, for a normal distribution, we have Y 
- 
N(p,x). Here d consists of. p, and.
the non-redundant elements of E. Both the marginal and cond.itional distributions d.epend.
on 9. In the bivariate case y : (yt,y2), the marginal distribution y1 can be written as
Fvr(yth{e)) a.nd the conditional distribution * Fv"tvr(yzlathz(0)), where fr1 and h2 axe
two functions. Let 0 be the MLE of 0. It is clear that h1(0) and h2(0) arcMLE of h1(d)
and' h2(0), respectively. We mention that MLE is not necessary. Any root-n consistent
estimator for 0 is sufficient. This is an advantage of the method proposed, as MLE can be
difficult to compute for some distributions. In addition, d.irect estimators for 11 : ftr(6)
and 12 : hz(O) instead of the plug-in estimators can also be used. The point is that the
parameters of the marginal and conditional distributions can be obtained in various wavs.
Now introduce
U* : F (VnlYt, ...,Y,n-t h*(0))
and
0* : F (YrlYr, ...,Y,x-t; nx@))
Analogous to the definition of.Vn (r), we define
1nh*1,1: #f ftrtu* < r) - rl (1.1){n* E, *=r
owing to the estimation of the parameters, the limit process of v.*(r1 is no longer a
Brownian bridge; an extra term will be present in the limit process. In general, we have
the representation,
h^1r1 : vn^(r) + p(r)' t/mn(O 
- 
q + ooQ)
where f(r) is a vector of deterministic functions (depends on the actual distribution F).
Clearly, the limiting process of h*, unlike that of Vn , is not distribution-free and depends
on the distribution of 1/mn(0 - d). As a consequence, a test directly based on fr* 61 is
difrcult to use. This is a well known problem for the Kolmogorov test.
Khmaladze (1988) proposed a transformation method (K-transformation thereafter)
that ca.n remove the effect of extra term. The idea of this transformation is to project
the process U"*(r) onto f(r) and then use the projection residuals. The projection resid-
uals no longer contain the extra term. Because the limiting process V* (r) is a Brovrnian
bridge, which can be represented as llz(r) 
- 
rW(l), where I;7(r) is a standard Brownian
motion on [0,1], the K-transformation will also need to eliminate the drift term rl7(1).
Therefore, instead of projecting U**(r) on g(r) alone, the K-transformation projects it on
g(r): (r,E(r)')'. Furthermore, because W(r) is a (continuous-time) random walk, it is
more efficient to project a'?^*?) (the counterpart of the difference operator in discrete
time) onto the d.erivative of. g, i?). The corresponding residuals a,re the (continuous-time)
generalized least squa^res residuals. We state the K-transformation
ff,,,n(") 
- 
?*n(") 
- lr'[n{r)'t-t(r) l,' uad?,, 1'y] a, (1.2)
where C(s) : !"' i|g)s'?)ar and. ! is the derivative g.
The transformation has an intuitive interpretation. Note that on the interval [s, 1], the
least squares estimator when regressitg dVn^(r) on g(r) is given by
r lL r-l /nl( | !(r)!'(r)d.rl | !1Q)d,v*.(r)\Js / Js
This is analogous to the discrete.time least squares formula. Denoting this estimated co-
efficient by 6("), the predicted value for the differential ah*k) will be the regressor g(s)
multiplied by the estimated regression coeffi.cient B(s), that is, g(s)'B(s). The predicted
value for h*?) is simply the integration of the predicted value for the different iil dh*G),
integrated over the interval [0, r], i.e., II iG)'BG)at This expression is exactly the second.
term on the right hand side of (1.2). Finally the projection residual is the difference between
h*U) and its predicted value. This d.ifference gives the right-hand side of (1.2). Bai (200g)
shows that the K-transformation is in fact calculating the continuous-time counterpa.rt of
the recursive residuals in Brown, Durbin and Evans (1976). It is well known that sum of
recursive residuals leads to a Brownian motion process. Here the same restrlt holds- That
is
W*^(r) + W(r).
where W(r) is a standa.rd Brownian motion on [0,1]. Now define the test statistic
Srrn: max lWn*(")l
the continuous mapping theorem implies
So* *p*lw(r)1.d
-)
Therefore, employing the K-transformation,
statistic again. The limiting distribution is
motion instead of Brownian bridge.
are able to obtain distribution-free test
extreme value of a standard Brownian
via simulation as
table, we see that
2.2L4, and 1.940,
we
the
The critical values can be obtained analytically, and can be obtained
well. The following table gives the distribution via simulation. Fbom this
the critical values at tTo, \yo, and L0% levels of significance are 2.787.,
respectively.
Table 1: The distribution of X: supr lW(r)l
P(X 3 r)
1.00
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.93
4.92
0.91
0.90
0.89
0.88
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.84
0.83
0.82
0.81
fr
oo
2.787
2.55r
2.407
2.303
2.2L4
2.L46
2.083
2.028
1.982
1.940
1.898
1.860
1.825
1.790
1.759
1.730
1.703
r.676
1.651
P(X 3n) r
0.80 L.625
0.79 r.602
0.78 1.578
0.77 1.556
0.76 1.534
0.75 L.5L4
0.74 1.494
0.73 L.476
0.72 L.457
0.71 L.440
0.70 I.42L
0.69 1.403
0.68 1.386
0.67 1.368
0.66 1.352
0.65 1.336
0.64 r.320
0.63 1.305
0.62 r.290
0.61 1.275
P(XSr) r
0.60 L.260
0.59 L.245
0.58 1.23r
0.57 t.2L8
0.56 t.205
0.55 I.r92
0.54 L.L78
0.53 1.165
4.52 1.153
0.51 1.140
0.50 L.r29
0.49 1.1 16
0.48 1.104
o.47 1.093
0.46 1.080
0.45 1.069
4.44 L.057
0.43 1.045
0.42 1.034
0.4r 1.022
P(X Sr)
0.40
0.39
0.38
0.37
0.36
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.28
o.27
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.23
4.22
0.2r
r
1.011
0.999
0.988
0.978
0.967
0.956
0.945
0.935
o.924
0.914
0.904
0.893
0.882
0.872
0.861
0.851
0.841
0.830
0.819
0.809
P(X S r)
0.20
0.19
0.18
o.L7
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13
o.L2
0.1 1
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
r
0.799
0.787
0.776
0.765
0.754
0.742
0.730
0.718
0.705
0.692
0.679
0.664
0.650
0.634
0.617
0.600
0.578
0.556
0.527
0.487
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We will show subsequently that the K-transformation for testing multivariate normality
is very simple. Regardless the value of m or the dimensio n of 0 , the K-transformation takes
the same form. In fact we will show that under the assumption of Yl 
- 
N(p, E), then
( 1.3)
where an* andbo are random quantities that do not depend. onr; Q(r) and o(c) are the
density and cdf of N(0, 1). The K-transformation does not need to known an* and bn .
In fact, the transformation implicitly estimates these quantities. A very usefll fact to be
shovrn later is that the dimension of 9 is fixed when testing normality. More specifically,
g(r) : (r, d@-t (")), d(o-t("))O-t ("))'
which is a 3 x 1 vector. This is the sarne g a"s
Bai (2003). This shows that K-transforrnation is
normalitv.
that for testing univariate normatity, see
extremely simple for testing multivariate
1.3 Testing Multivariate Normatity
For ease of exposition, we focus on the bivariate normality. Extension to the multivariate
normality is straightforward. Let Y : (Yr,Y2) be a bivariate normal vector such that
, 
y_l/(p,D)
where
and t
o? ot2
o2r o2z
I
Ll;l
11
p-
It follows that
Yt 
- 
tr(pr,o?)
and the conditional distribution of Yz is
YzlYt 
''.., 
N (pzp, o|rr1
where
ttzlt: F2* oztol2(Yr 
- 
p)
and
o\t 
- 
o3,* o?zot2
Therefore, the marginal cdf of Y1
&(yt;o):-(T)
and the conditional cdf of Yz conditional on fl : uL is
As argued in the previous section, replacing y1 and yz by yt ar,d. y2, respectively, the
following two random variables
Fztr@zr"..;o)- o (T)
(rt:-(a,I1r) and(rz:-(ry)
are independent I/(0, 1).
Now supposeY1,...,Yn are iid with the same distribution as Y. Analogous to the above
tV= 
- 
,", rYz 
- 
pzlt,tl 
;U,t : O(=a-) and Ll2 : O1 oztr J i : !,2,...,n
L2
form2n iid U(0, 1) random variables, where p211,1 : pz*o21ol2(Y*- pi, which depends on
Yrr- These uniform random variables a,re unobservable because the pa^rameters are unknown.
Let p: *D!=rY and. i : * D:=r(Yt - tt)& - ii' b. the MLE of (p, X). Replacing the
unknowu parameters by their estimators, we obtain
0u : o(Y'- fu') urd ur" : o(V2 - frzl/|
-\ &1 )----* -\ G4, l
where p211,; is equal to pzlt,u with unknown pa,rameters replaced by their estimators. And
6211 is similarly defined. Thus define
1n
vz.(,):hF [r,a, <r) - r+r(021s") -d (r.4)
i ttV2"(r) is an easily computable process. For example, for each given r, it is equal to the
number of U11 less than or equal to r plus the corresponding numb er of.062 minus 2r then
divided by t/ffi.
The following theorem gives the representation of t2n(r).
Theorem 1.3.1 Under assumption of normality,
Ytn(") 
- 
vzn(") 
- 6@-'(r))o, - d(o-t("))o-t(") bn * op(r) (1.5)
o,^I'TL 
rt
bn
Flom this asymptotic representatioo, we see that the limiting process of. V2.(r) will be
a Brownian bridge plus extra terms. These extra terms make the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
difficult to use. The actual expression of a, and b, would become very important when
using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. For the K-transformation, the actual expressions of a, and
13
bo ate irrelevant, all needed is that they are stochastically bounded. In our case, they are
each Oo(1). The K-transformation only needs deterministic quantities that are functions of
r) any va.riable that is not a function r will be flushed into a, and b,. The K-transformation
implicitly estimates 4,, and 6," and then forms a prediction of.ft2*(r) based on the predictor
9(r). The K-tra,nsformation then uses the prediction residuals so that terms involving g
will be eliminated.
With respect to testing normality, a striking feature is that the g function is very simple.
This function is identical to that for testing univa"riate normality, see Bai (2003). This
remains true for general multivariate normality other than biva.riate normality. The only
changes are the expressions of o' and br. As pointed out earlier, the expressions of a, and
bn are immaterial with respect to the K-transformation. This fact makes this procedure
very appealing. Let
g(r) : (r, O@- t (") ), O@-, ("))o-t (")),
and its derivative
i?) 
- 
(1, 
-6-t ?),1 - 6-t(")r)
From these we obtain the transformed process
frr,(") 
- 
t,(") 
- [" fof, )'c-t(r) ['Jo . Js
where C(t) 
- 
I] g@s'(r)dr.Ir{ow let
Sn: o?& lWz"(")l
s(r)d,?2,(r)] as
we have
I4
Corollary L.3.2 Under the a,ssurnption of Theorem 1
sn3''o11€r lw(r)l
The asymptotic critical values of this test statistic can be found in table 1.
L.4 Serially Correlated Multivariate Data
L.4.L Vector Autoregression
We can extend the preceding argument to allow observations to be serially correlated. For
concreteness, we considet a vector autoregressive models (VAR). 'We assume the data are
generated from a VAR(p).
Yt:ArY-r+...+bY-e+et
and consider testing the null hypothesis that e1 are iid 
- 
N(0, E). We assume observations
Y-o*r, ...,Yy,Yr,....,Yn are available and the entire analysis will be conditional on the first
p observatio* Y-o+l,...,Y6. Define the information set at time t as It: {Yt,It-t},t:
1,2,...,n with Io : {Y-p+t, ..., Y6},then under the null hypothesis that €1 are iid N(0, X),
Yltt-t 
- 
N(pr,x)
where p1 : AtYt-r +'- .+ AoY-o. The only difference from the previous section is that we
have a time-varying mean. Furthermore, this time'varying mean is also stochastic. In order
to obtain iid uniform random variables, we need the cdf of each of the following conditional
15
distributions
Yr I lr-t
Yz | (Yt, It-t) (1.6)
Yt^ | (Yar...,Yt,*-t, It-t)
So in the time series setting, the conditional information includes both contemporaneous
and past information. For exa,rnple, for the conditional distribution of. Y62, the conditional
information includes Y;1 (contemporaneous information, the same f) and past information
It-r.
All these conditional distributions are normal. It is straightforward to express the
conditional means and conditional variances in terms of ps and E. Int pxlnq,t be the
conditional mean and o\lx-t,, be the conditional variance of the above frth random va.riable,
that is,
E[Y* lYt, ---,Y,k-t /t-rl : Fx1*-t,t
V arfY* | Ya, ..., Yt,k 
- 
r, I t 
- 
i -- n?1* 
- 
r.,,
The conditional variance o2xlx_t,, is in fact time invariant, but we keep t here in order to
incorporate GARCH models to be considered later. Then
tVu":o(yffi)
for ,k : I,...,n't. and f : 1,...,fl form n.rn number of iid uniform random variables. Replacing
unknown parameters by the estimated parameters (e.g., least squares estimators), vre obtain
06 for t :1,...rn and ,k : 1, ..., rn. Then we can construct h* re in (1.1).
Theorem 1.4.1 Under the assumption that €1 are iid N(0, X), Theorem 3..1 holds with
new expressions for an and, b, such that an : Op(I) and 6, : Op(l).
16
An equivalent way to compute 4u nd Ox1" is to use €1p and, 6s". The latter is simpler.
Flom
Yt-Ft*e1
and because p1 is in the information set lt-uYt and e1 have the same amount of information
once being conditional on .16-1. Thus, taking conditional expectation on each side of the
following,
Yn:lttn*e6,
we have
EIY*\Vr,...,Y,*-t lt-tl : Ftn * Ele11,lht,..-,Y,*t,Ir-i
: Ptx * E[eg,lett, '.., et,n-t lt-tl
: Ft* * E[e11rlett, "', et,*-t]
The last equality follows because es is independent of l_1. In summary
ttnln-t,t : lttx * tj|1*-t,t
where
U71n<,t : E[trnltrt' ...' €t,te-r|.
It follows that
Yn 
- 
utklk-_t : Yn 
- 
utk 
- 
ut1lp_l,r : 
€tk 
- 
u71*_t,,
Furthermore, the conditional variance of Y11", o?lu_r,r, is equal to the conditional variance
of. ep12-1,1, and thus
rYn 
- lf,k1tr-t,,,(r,,-o(H) 
-o(W)
t7
Replacing the unknown parameters by the estimated ones, we have
j. 
_ l€tk- ttTW-l,r\Lrtr-O(-l\ 6 ni*-t,t /
o(v\
A 
^-),^
- 
otZot -stf \A"" )ozlt
where 6z$ 
- 
[aA - a?rla?)t/'
(1.7)
where 6t is the estimated residuals.
We now summarize the procedure:
1. Estimate the parameters in VAR(p) process to obtained the residuals:
€t:Y1 
-ArY-l -' ArY-o
and compute
1:1fr,ri
n t:L
2. Compute O6p using 61 and E according to (1.7).
3. Construct the processW*(r) and.fu^*@) and compute Sn*.
We can see that after obtaining the residuals d1, the remaining steps are identical to the
previous section, that is, vre treat 61 as an observable variable.
For an illustration, consider the bivariate case. Note that pf,r,o is simply the uncon-
ditional mean of €s1, so it is zero; this is true whether we have bivariate or multivariate
distribution. Next the conditional mean of e62 conditional on et is ttT,zlt : ot2olzett Thus
c,,- o(#) and Ttz:
t.4.2 Multivariate GARCH Models
preceding section assumes that e; is independent of. I1-1.,
consider a particular dependence process for €1, which is
The
and
we now relax this assumption
the multivariate GARCH. see
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Bollerslev (1986) and Tsay (2002). Let us again consider the VAR(p) model
Yt : AtYtq +' .. + AeY-e + e1
but instead of assuming 
€t are iid normal, we assume
etllt-t 
- 
N(0, Et)
so that the conditional distribution has time varying covariance matrix. The GARCH
model assumes E1 is random but depends on the past es with a fixed number of unknovrn
parameters. This implies that
Yllt-t 
- 
N(tu,Dt)
where, as before, pt : AtY-r * ... + 4Y-p- Thus the random variables described in
equation (1.6) are all normally distributed. The only difference is that the conditional
va,riances are also time varying. Once the unknown parameters are estimated from the
GARCH model, we ca.n again compute 0r* easily. It is important to note that while the
conditional distribution of IZt is normal, the unconditional distribution is not normal under
GARCH. In fact, the distribution of Yt has heavy tails, a.nd it may not even have f.nite
variance depending on the pa,rameter values in the GARCH process, see Elollerslev (1987).
Again, as in Section 1.4.1, it is more convenient to work with disturbances. For con-
creteness, we focus on biva,riate GARCH. Let us write
[, II oh,t or2't IEt: | |lcl
L o"''' oiz't l
where the conditional variance Es is time-varying. This means that
etllt-r ^., ltr(0 , o?r,r)
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epl(es1,Ip1) 
- 
N(oe,1otl;re* oh,, 
- 
o\t,r/oh,r)
Therefore, this means that
_t
urr: Q( 
"t ) and utz : o( ' ? - 
o?o,t*tt.',,=\
' \o11p l "' - \ (o'u,r 
- 
o2rr,rl olr*lt/z I
are iid U(0,1). Replacing 61 and {oni,r} by 6s and {6;i,tl, obtained from a multivariate
GARCH model, we will obtain 011 and 0p for t : L,2...,n- Therefore, the procedure is
identical to VAR(p) in previous section. The only difference is the conditional variances a.re
time va,rying.
We next consider the modelling of E1. Due to its symmetry, Es contains three distinct
processes. Instead of directly modelling the three processes (o!y,1,ozt,t,"3r,r) 
"f E1, Tsay
(2002) suggested a reparametrization that turns out convenient. Tsay suggested modelling
the triple:
(o?r,r, QzL,t, o?,1r,r)
where
ezL,t - o2t,t /o?r,t and
o\l,t : o32,, 
- 
o3t,, / o?r,,
Introduce
rltr : €tL, 
^d ryz -- et2 - o21,so1l.re61
Clea.rly, o2rrr,ris the conditional variance of ry2, conditional on .It-r. With these repa,ram etrlza-
tions, the likelihood function takes a very simple form as shown by Tsay (2002). In addi-
tion,Ux2 is simply Q(nrz/ozli. After estimating a GARCH process, i1 ir sllaightforward
to compute these Uss. Fbrther details on GARCH modelling are given in our empirical
applications.
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1.5 Testing Multivariate t-Distribution
The entire analysis for testing multivariate normality is readily extended to multivariate
t-distributions. A standa,rd (univariate) t-distribution with degree of freedom v has the
density
e,(r):e(v1*21-G+v)/z
where c is a constant making the integral of. q"(r) on the real line being 1. . Let Q 
"@) denote
the cdf. A random va.riable Iz is said to have a generalized t distribution with pa,rameters
(u,h2,u) if.
t: (y _ 
")/h
has a standard t-distribution with z degrees of freedom. We denote Y 
- 
t(u,h2,u). It is
clear that
P(Y sy):e,(T) (1.8)
so that we can easily compute probabilities of a generalized t ra,ndom va"riable in terms of a
standard t random variable, much like the normal distribution. This is convenient because
most statistical packages such as SPLUS and MAILAB have g"(r) and Q"(r) built in. Note
that h is not the standa,rd deviation because Var(Y): fuh2.
A random vector X : (Xr,..., X*) is said to have (generalized) multivariate t distribu-
tion with parameters (u,{l,v,rn) if its density
f x@i u, Q, u,m) 
- 
C[u * (" 
- 
u)/Q-'(* 
- Q]-@+'n)/2
where r : (rr, ...,r*)' , u: (u1,...,u^)t, and C is a normalizing constant (depending on the
parameters). We denote X 
- 
t(u,O, v). It is known that E(X) : u and Var(X) : #ZQ.
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Analogous to multiva,riate normality, when X has a multivariate t distribution, any
subvector of X is also multivariate t. In particula,r, each random variable Xi (i, : L,...,m)
is a univariate generalized t random variable. F\rrthermore, conditional distributions are
also multiva.riate t. In particular, the conditional distributions Xll(X1,...,X*-r) for fr:
2,3,...,n'L are all univariate generalized f; see, e.g. Zellner (1971). He pointed out that
Conditional distributions associated with a sta,ndard multiva.riate t (where Q is the corre-
lation matrix) are not necessarily standard multivariate t, but are generalized multivariate
t. However, unlike the normality case, the conditional variance is no longer a constant, but
a function of the conditional variables. F\rrther properties on multiva,riate f can be found
in Kotz a.nd Nadarajah (2004).
Partition X 
- 
(Xi, Xt)/ where p) x 1, and let
be partitioned conformably. Then
generalized multivariate t such that
(1.e)
the conditional XzlXt are
Xt ,-' t(ut, f)r L, u)
and
XzlXt 
- 
t(uzlr, Ozl Lt u * m 
- 
p)
where
\1
bo
tX
u1
u2
ispxl,and X2is(m-
|'' orz Iand'- 
L dtzt ezzj
th the marginal Xt and
uzlr 
- 
u2 * Ozrftirt [Xt - ut]
flzlr 
- 
alDzz 
- 
OzrOirtQrz]
( 1. 10)
( 1.11)
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with
a : Iu+ (xr - u)'n;rL(x1 - 
"il/ e + rn - p)
Therefore, if both X1 and X2 ate scalars (m :2,p: 1), it follows immediately
P(xt<r):a../g.:,\,"\q,
/\
P(Xz 3 xlXl) : Q,*, (#l
\ ""21r /
because u * rn 
- 
p : u* 1. Thus
from (1.8)
(r1 :Q,(#\ an,c (rz:Qu+t
\G,, /
are two independent uniform random variables.
@) (r.12)
For testing multivariate f , we focus on the case of bivariate d.istribution. The extension to
general multiva.riate case follows quite naturally. Now suppose yt,y2,..., I,o form a random
sample from a bivariate t(u,{l,z) with parameters given in (1.g). Denote]4: (yt,yz).
The previous analysis shows
Yt 
- 
t(ur, {l;n, u), and, YtzlYt 
- 
t(uzlr,r, Qzlt', u * l)
where u2;1,1 and o211,6 a.re given in (1.10) and (1.11), respectively, with X1 replaced. by y'n.
The subscript t in u211,1and O2;1,1 signify their dependence on y61. Therefore,
(rtt : Q, (#\ and {rtz : Qu+l\0,, /
(t 
- 
r,2, ...,n) form 2n iid uniform random variables.
Irtrext consider the case that u and f) are estimated.
")(Yr-u)' - ftQ.Let E be the variance, i.e., X: #ZA.
(w) (1.13)
Because EYt
Consider the moment estimator
1n1n'u- if Y', and i- +)-(U-a)(y-t)'n? n-I./f:l f:1
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then (0, E) is unbiased for (u, X). Thus
o: [(" _zy1r1i
is unbiased for O. These estimators are also 1fi consistent. We a,ssume y is kuown. The
case of unknown z requires a separate analysis, which we will omit. In the case that y
is assumed to take on integer values, a consistently estimated y can be treated as known
because consistency implies P(t * u) :0 in view of the discreteness of y.
Given the estimated parameters, we can construct 0s anditz N in (1.13) with the
unknown parameters replaced by their estimators, for example, Aelr,t : az+Ozr0li(yt-t i
and 02111 is similarly obtained using (1.11).
I'et t2n be defined in (1.4) with newly constructed 0r* (k : 1,2;t : 1,...,n), we have
Theorem1.5.1 Under assumptions of bivariate t, we have
t n(") 
- 
Vzn(") 
- 
g(r)'€, * oog)
where
g(r) :
q"(Q; t ("))
q"(Q;t ('))a;t (")
eu+r@;ir("))
Qu+{Q 
"}r?DQ"+1(r)
The actual expression for 
€n plays no role
expression of Q(r) ir irnportant. Let g(r)
g, the K-transformation is straightforward. It
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rtfut - u1)/ot('
*'nfall - (^)rr)lan
h DLt(ilztL,t - uzp,t) I a;(:,,
-n+DLr(CIrt r,t 
- 
Qztr 
,t)/{7z1,t
in the martingale transformation, but the
(r,g(r)')', then g is5xlvector. Given
is interesting to note that for multivariate
1
Ct \n- 6vz
t distribution, the g function has higher dimension tha"n its counterpart in the normal
distribution case. For a normal distribution, the dimension of g does not depend on rn)
but for multivariate t, the dimension of g is 2m* 1. The K-transformation is frr^1r1 :
?r*?) 
- $ [a{")'C-t{") [] olr!atz*(r)]ds and the test statistic is ,S," - max6<,s1 lWz.U)|.
An alternative strategy is to perform two separate tests. The first is to test U11(t :
L, ...,n) are iid uniform and the second is to test Up(t : L,...,n) a,re iid uniform. The first
test uses
s - (r, q,@;t(")), e,Q;t("))a;t("))'
in the K-transformation and the second test uses
g 
- 
(r,, q,+t@"ir(")), eu*LQ"lti'J)a;+r("))'
in the transformation. So in each test, the g function is 3 x 1 and has the same form, but
the second g uses the pdf a,nd cdf of t with one more degree of freedom. Let 56 and. Sn2
be the corresponding two test statistics. Asymptotically, Srr and ,5r"2 are independent and
have the same distribution. Let
?r" : max{,9r"t SnzI
Let Fs(s) denote the cdf of the limiting random variable of ,5,1, clearly, the limiting distri-
bution of [. has a cdf Fs(s)2.
We next consider extending the iid sample to time series observations.
VAR with GARCH erors. For simplicity, we consider the bivariate case. Suppose
Yt 
- 
AtY-l +''' + AoY-o * et
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Again, let .16 : (Y,It-) with .Is : (Y_p+t,..-, yo). We test the hypothesis that
etlltt 
- 
t(0,Q1,v)
where frI Qrr.t Qn., Iot: I Itl
L o"'t aw l
This is equivalent to YslI6_1 
- 
t(u1,dl1,z) where ut : Aryt_r * . .. * Aeyt_e. Instead
of constant mean and constant variance, Yr now has time.varying (conditional) mean and
variance. But these time-varying random parameters pose no new difficulty. Replacing
the time-invariant triple (Au&z,Oui) by the time-varying triple (0.6,0.2,On 
,r), il preceding
arguments go through, except that the expression of (, in Theorem 5 is different. But the
expression of {r, plays no role in the K-tra.nsformation.
Similar to the normal case, it is more convenient to construct the test in terms of
residuals. Let 6s : Y 
- 
ArY-t 4y-o.The GARCH process provides a model for
Et: hdlu see Tsay (2002). After obtaining x1 from a GARCH, we define fir: ryir.
Next define
0,, : Q,(til and otz : eu+t( €tz - E(trtlrrr )
n;(t,, (1.14)
( 1. 15)
where
E (trrltl ) : 0rr,rCIrrtr6r,
0rlr,, 
- 
O,t[frrr,r- (Ctrr,r)'CIrr1r]
dt: [, + (61)'firr1rl/e + 1)
with
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The expression of {,, in VAR+GARCH model is different from that in theorem 5 because
es has time-varying (conditional) mean and variance. We have the following corollary:
Corollary 1.5.2 under assumptions of biva.riate t, we have
vzn(") 
- 
vzn(") 
- 
g(4'€*+oo(1)
where
a(r) 
-
The g(r) function is the same
the K-transformation is identical
Y-N
D{4rt - ult)lai{it-L
rL
.A
+ L,(Ctr !$ - Qrr,t) /Qn,,t:L
Itt (tzt.,t - u21t,t) /at{|,,
L'DT:, (Ort L,t - {lzp,r) /ez$,,
Theorem 5.1, only 
€r, has a different expression. so
case of iid sample.
q"(Qit ("))
q"{Q; t (") )a;t (")
e,+t@"it("))
Q,+tQ"1r(")) Q,+r(")
1C
rSn---
t/Zn
as tn
to the
1.6 Simulations
We use simulations to assess the size and power properties of the suggested test statistic.
1.6.1 Testing Conditional Normality
To see the size ofour test for conditional normality, random variables Y6 are generated from
bivariate normal distribution
))((:)(
1.0 0.5
0.5 1.0
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, t : Lr2,,...1n
for va,rious sample sizes. We let p1, Az,G?r,dn,612 denote the sample means and sample
variances and covariance. We then compuft 06 : O([yrr 
- fri/Cil and 0a : Q((Ye -
frr,21)/621i, where ir4,211 : 6nat?(Yn - td and Glp : 632 - a7r/67, a,re the estimated
conditional mean and conditional variance of. Y21, conditional on Y1;.. Once the Or'" *u
obtained, the remaining computation becomes standard and is automated. For each sample,
we compute the test statistic ,9n. This is done with 5000 repetitions. The critical values at
L0%, 5To and lYo are 1.940, 2.214 and 2.787 rcspectively. The results from 5000 repetitions
are reported in Table2.
Table 2. Size of the Test for Multivariate Normal Distribution
5000 repetitions
n
100
200
500
10%
0.106
0.108
0.107
5% L%
0.063 0.024
0.063 0.020
0.059 0.019
Flom Table 2, we see that the size appears to be reasonable.
For power, two different symmetric distributions from the elliptically contoured family
are considered: multivariate uniform distribution and multivariate t distribution (with d/ :
5). The latter departs from normality with heavy tail. We also consider multiva^riate
lognormal and multivariate chi-square distribution (with df : L) that depart from normality
with heavy skewness. We then proceed as if the data were generated from a bivariate normal
distribution. We perform exactly the same computation as in testing bivariate normality
with 5000 repetitions. The power of the test is shown in the Table3.
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Table 3. Power of the Test for Multivariate Normal Distribution
multivariate uniform multivariate t
n
100
200
500
n
100
200
500
LA% 5% r%
0.69 0.63 0.53
0.90 0.87 0.78
1.00 1.00 1.00
multivariate y2
rc% 5% r%
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00
Overall, the power is satisfactory. As n increases, power gets larger, as expected.
L.6.2 Testing Conditional t
Ifthe null hypothesis is conditional t-distribution, for size, random variables Ys are generated
from a bivariate t-distribution with degree of freedom 5:
// \ / \ \
n-,{f ' l, [ 'o o'5 I I'I
, 
,|'Io, r, )'u)'':t'2"n
After estimating 0r, frr1r,r,frr, and 02p1,6 as described in section 5, we can transform
Ytr and Y12 intotwo independent uniform random variables by setting 0r, : Q,(+f)
and062: Qu+r(W), where a,41,1andfrl(?,, *.conditional on Ytr. Once 01's are
obtained, we compute the test statistic Iu in the standard way. The results from 5000
LA% 5T T%
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00
multivariate lognormal
L0% 5% r%
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00
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repetitions are reported in Table 4.
Table 4. Size of the Test for Multivariate t Distribution
5000 repetitions
To see the power, we generate the following alternative: multivariate uniform. multivari-
ate Cauchy, multivariate lognomal and multivariate 1fr,. The results a.re reported in Table5.
Table 5. Power of the Test for Multivariate t Distribution
Multivariate uniform Multivariate Cauchy
n
100
200
500
L0% 5% L%
0.87 0.81 0.64
1.00 0.99 0.96
1.00 1.00 1.00
n
100
200
500
n lL|% 5% 1%
100 | 0.100 0.059 0.023
200 | 0.097 0.057 A.026
500 | 0.098 0.064 0.025
L0% 5% L%
0.99 0.99 0.96
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00
Multivariate lognormal
L0% 5% r%
0.90 0.95 0.73
0.99 0.98 0.94
1.00 1.00 1.00
Multivariate y2
n% 5% L%
0.83 0.74 0.50
0.97 0.96 0.88
1.00 1.00 1.00
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The size and the pourer are satisfactory.
L.7 Empirical Applications
In this section, we apply the test procedure to a pair of financial time series, namely the
monthly log returns of IBM stock and the S&P 500 index. The sample range is from January
1926 to December 1999 with 888 observations. The returns include dividend payments and
a,re in percentages. Let Y11 :the returns of IBM stock and Yzt :the return of the S&P 500
index. Figure 1 shows that the two return series are concurrentlv correlated.
(a)fBM monthly log returns: 1/1926-1U1999
1940 1960 1980
year
(b)SP500 monthly log returns: 111926-1U1999
o
(f,
ool
o
Eo
o
a
o(7)
I
o(\I
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o(\l
t
1960
year
Figure 1: IBM and SP500 Monthly Log Returns, January 1926 to December lggg
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The objective is to see which multivariate cond"itional distribution, conditional normal
or conditional t-distribution, provides a better characterization of this bivariate fi.nancial
series. In portfolio management, it is the conditional distribution that the managers care
about the most. For example, to update the value at risk periodically, the conditional
distribution, conditional on the given information, is the most relevant. When conditional
normality is assumed, but the actual conditional distribution has heavy tails, it would be
likely to under estimate the value at risk.
Testing bivariate conditional normality. It is well known that fi.nancial data have
heavy tail distributions. GARCH models under conditional normality may describe the
heavy tail property, see Bollerslev (1g82). we test conditional normality first.
As in Tsay (2002), v/e use maximum likelihood method to estimate this biva"riate
GARCI{(l,l) model as
Yu
Yzt
where (e11,ezr) is conditionally normal. The fitted conditional volatility model is
Q2L,t
o3,1,,,,
3.7 L4 + 0. 1 13e'r,r_1 * 0.804o?r,r_,
0.003 + 0.992q2t,t-1 
- 
0.004e z$-L
1.023 + 0.02 !t?,r-1 * 0.052rt3,rt 
- 
0 .aa}oll,t-r * 0.gJT o3,1r,r-,
where r!21 arrd o2zp,t arc defined in section (a.2). This GARCH(l,1) process a.llows us to
compute 
€tr, 
€t2, ,hz, 67r,r, a;rLd 63g,t. Then we compute 1tr : O(€fl/ArL,t) and, 0p :
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6(fiztl6zl,t). Given Ur* (* : L,2it : !,...,n), the value of the test statistic is found. to be
Sn : 4.8945. However, the critical values of the test statistic at significa.nce levels LO%,1yo
and'LYo are 1.940, 2.214 and,2.787, respectively. Panel (a) in figure 2 shows we should reject
conditional normality assumption. In this figure, the dotted curve represents the original
process ?2n; the solid curve represents the transformed process fr2*. Aod, the horizontal
dashed and dash-dotted lines give g0% and 99% confidence bands for a standard Brownian
motion on [0,1] , respectively. In panel ({,fr2*reaches out of thegg% confidence band..
Therefore, we easily reject the conditional normality assumption. A GARCH model with
conditional normality is still likely to underestimate the tail probabilities. This may have
practical consequence if value at risk is computed using a conditional normal distribution.
We then test if the conditional t-distribution is appropriate.
Testing bivariate conditional t distribution. No additional model estimation is
needed after we have estimated para.meters in the GARCH-normal distribution because the
Ot matrix in the conditional t-distribution is equal to fE1, where E1 is the conditional
variance matrix in the normal case.
The conditional normality estimation provides an estimate ir. tt follows that ftl :
[(v - 2)/ultt. The value of z is taken to be u :5; this is the value that is shown to
be appropriate for financial data and is used widely in empirical analysis; See, e.g., Engle
and Gonzalez-Rivera (1991). Then we compute U*: Q,(#) and t/tz : Qv+r (yr-\,'trii,, ' \rriir.r,/ '
according to (1.14) and (1.15)
Given Urr (k : L,2;t : L,...,n), the value of the test statistic is found to be ,S,. :
1.1805. While the critical values of the test statistic at significance levels L0%, 5Yo and
l%o arc 1.940, 2.2L4 and 2.787, respectively. Panel (b) of figure 2 shows that fr2n, lhe
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solid curve, stays within 90% confidence ba.nd for a sta.nda.rd Brorrnian motion on [0, 1].
Therefore, the conditional t distribution cannot be rejected.
It is well known that conditional normal GARCH model can generate heavy tail distri-
butions. This test shows that the heavy tailedness generated by GARCH effect alone is not
enough. We need a heavy tail conditional distribution (like t) combined vrith the GARCII
effect to capture the heavy tails of financial data.
(a)Testing conditional normality (b)Testing conditional t-distribution
Figure 2: Testing the bivariate distribution of monthly log returns for IBM stock and the
SP500 index fitted to a GARCH (1,1) process. The solid curve is the transformed process
fr2n, and. the dotted curve is the original process ?2n. The dashed horizonal lines give the
90 percent confidence band. And the dot-dashed lines give the 99 percent confidence band.
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Biva,riate normality is rejected *fr2nmeanders outsid.e the confidence band (a). While
bi',rariate t-distribution cannot be rejected *frrn stays inside the confidence band (b).
I-.8 Conclusion
This paper proposes a uonparametric test for multivariate distributions, with a focus on
multivariate normal distributions and multivariate t distributions. Using Khmaladze's mar-
tingale transformation, we construct an asSrmptotically distribution free test. We show that
the K-transform takes a very simple form for testing multivariate normal and multivariate
t distribution. The method is applicable for vector time series models, including vector
GARCH models. We apply the method to testing multivariate conditional uormality and
conditiona.l t distribution for some financial data. Finally, we explain the implication of our
empirical results on the computation of the value at risk (VaR).
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1.9 Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1.3.1. According to Theorem 1 in Bai (2002),
Vz*(r) : vzn(r) 
-E1{r)' t/zn(i - q - Er()' tffi@ - q + oog)
where d : (pt, ltr2rotto2Lro2), and
sr?) : rt ***u#on l":.;,1,1,y
: ,.\ ,. , i oFrz, ,^,19z(,) : vrim^Hi;trt tq l"=.;,1,sry
and
F'.(,lo) : r(+), F62(rlo) : r(T)
Note that 4r(r) does not depend on i and F2; does. Flom
0Fn(r), 
_) O(" 
_rr\, 0F:r(4 : _L 6(t- r'r)f"-pt)Altt = or't or /' dot ot'\ oL./\ or /
and evaluating the preceding derivative at r:4;1("), or equivalently at (r 
- 
p)/or:
O-t(.), we obtain immediately that
a$@1 :_!6(0-r(r)). a4r(c)l __l0t", lr=r;r(r) 01'r \ "' #|"=rnrr,l: -i.Q(o-1(r))o-1(r)'
Thus
g{r)'rffi,f0 
- 
o)
'ZL 01'\
Note that Qt - o)lor 
- 
(I/2)(a? 
- 
o?)1"? + oo(1).
sr(r)',/2n10 -.0) : 
-#f-fOt*-'f.ll ,/n(r,r - r,t) - )tOto-tn6-t?)\/nta? - "?7.
1
- ;d(o-t("))o-t(") tffi1a "r)J
This leads to
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Next,
W: -*r(T)(#)
-+r(T)(W)w)
Evaluate the preceding derivatives at E : r;rg1e1, or equivalently at (,, 
- Itzp,t)/oz1t:
O-t(r), ure obtain
Wl,=,n(',) : -fire- oD(ry) - fire-'('))o-'k) ( +l
The last expression does not depend on i. Thus
gr6't6(i 
- 
ey : 
-/(o-1(rnl-1- 1 { 10"2t',n1.f*@ - ql"Lozlr2n|\ O0
-41o-11";;o 'v)L*(#)G@ - E1
However, it is easy to show that up to an oo(1) term
*>,tWla@ _ e): hi{,,r,, _ u21,,).
In fact, the left hand side is a Taylor expansion of the right haud side, which is a more
compact notation. Similarly, up to an oo(1) term, we can write
+(#)ata - il : fiarur - azlr)
The right hand side can be further written s, up to an oo(1) term
L 
-.;il{2n@"1- o31)'
obtained by multiplying and dividing (6zI * o211). In summary, we have
sr(r)'t/zn(6 
- 
e1 : 
-d(o-r(")) ti;i<Ur,n - uzlr)f
-41o-r1r;;o-,,.r L -..n'@L#4,,,/"@3n - 
"3r)l* oo(r).
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Theorem 1.3.1 is obtained after combining terms with}-1@),tfi,(6 
- 
q.
The proofs for all other theorems and corollaries are omitted because the idea is the
sarne a.s in the proof of Theorem 1.3.1, only the technical details a.re different. The proofs
are available from the authors.
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Measuring the Poverty Line in
China-An Equivalence Scale
Method
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2.'1" fntroduction
In the late 1970s, China laundred an economic reform and began to transform from a
planned to a market economy. One key element of the economic reform is to allow private.,
individual-, and foreign-ovrned enterprises to compete with state.owned enterprises (SOEs).
Severe competition from other sectors resulted in significant financial losses to SOEs. An
increasing number of urban workers have thus been laid off. Urban poverty previously
insignifica.nt according to World Bank's estimate (1992), grew. In 19g6, the government
ca.rried out an enterprise-restructuring plan. The obligations to provid.e welfa.re services such
as medical care and housing were transferred from SOEs to social insurance agencies and
individua,ls. This liberalization of the welfare system made financially disadvantaged urban
groups more vulnerable. Systematic methods to accurately mea,sure urban poverty a^re
needed so that the ta"rgets ofantipoverty program may be better defined and the appropriate
subsidy levels may be better decided.
The absolute poverty line has been widely used for developing countries. Table 1 shows
the poverty lines and corresponding poverty rates in China according to the World Bank.
Table 1: Po'ye1ty Line and Poverty Rate of China
Poverty Rate (% below...) Number of Poor(l,000,000)
$1.08/day $2.r5 /day $1.08/day $2.L5/ day
1990 2001
33.0 16.6
1990 2001
72.6 46.7
1990 2001
374.8 21r.6
1990 2001
824.6 593.6
so-
Since 1997, China has begun to publish the poverty line for more than three hundred
cities in China Development Report. Individual cities have responded with subsidy pr<>
grarns for people under their poverty line according to their budgetary capacity.
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The above poverty lines and subsidy standards a.re for individuals only. When we
consider the poverty threshold for a household, we cannot ignore the economies of scale
present in any household. Table 2 shows that in Chinese urban households, the average
expenditure per person (calculated from the Urban Household Survey (UHS) data of China)
decreases with the increase of household size. That is to say, if a person lives alone, she has
to spend 1 dollar to a,ford the living expenditure, while if she lives with another person,
she need onLy 0.9772 dollar because there is economy of scale from sharing.
Similarly, we cannot ignore the well-known regional difference in China. ff a person lives
in Beijing or Guangdong, she has to pay more to a,fford a consumption bundle than what
she would pay in Qinhai.
Table 2: Expenditure Ratio of Different Household Sizes
Number of Household members 1997
I
0.9667
0.8330
A fundamental question is: given the poverty threshold for axr individual, how does
that threshold vary for a household with different demographic characteristics (for example,
family size and region)? Similarly, given the subsidy amount for an individual, how does that
amount va^ry for different households? Eguivalence scales are ideally suited for providing
answers to these questions. An equivalence scale is the amount by which a household's
consumption expenditures would need to be multiplied to make that household as well off
as the reference household. It measures the relative cost of demographic variation and
can be used to derive comparable poverty lines for households with different demographic
1
2
3
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characteristics.
The estimate of equivalence scale in this paper will be a "non-developed, comparison
case for the existing literature on the developed countries. It will provide a quantitative
reference to deal with the current issue mentioned above in urban China a.nd will improve
the poverty statistics. Since we can estimate how equivalence scales vaxy over time, we can
adjust the equivalence scale in a timely manner, which is especially importarrt given the
rapid changes in the Chinese economy. And the estimate of demand system in China is an
important byproduct.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related literature.
A theoretical model for equivalence scales is delivered in Section 3. In section 4. aftet
describing the data set from the Urban Household Survey (UHS) of China, I present an
empirical estimate and analysis. Section 5 offers conclusions and discussion about future
work.
2.2 Literature Review
Slesnick (1998) summa.rized empirical approaches to the measurement of welfare. He pointed
out that welfare measulement is indelibly linked to empirical demand analysis. The standard
approach is to specify a functional form for the demand function and estimate the unknown
parameters using regression methods. As for impact of changes in household characteristics,
he talked about the idea ofequivalence scales and the related identification issues.
Lewbel's survey (1997) summarized demand system and household equivalence scales.
A consumer demand system is a set of equations that describe how a consumer or household
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with attributes rn and facing prices p allocates its total expenditure s to consumption goods
g. Two typical Engel curves are of the form:
'tlri:Q'i*1'ilnr
'tui' : ai * l'iln x * 1(lno)2
where rla is budget shares for each good i and x is expenditure in real term under a
specific price index. The example of the first specification is Almost Ideal Demand System
(AIDS) by Deaton and Muellbauer (1980). And an example of the second is Quadratic
AIDS by Banks, Blundell and Lewbel (1996a). The demand systems could be estimated
with parametric, nonparametric or semi-parametric methods. Issues such as measurement
error, endogeneity and nonstationarity should be considered.
The traditional equivalence scale cannot be identified from the observed expenditures of
households under different price and income regimes because defining a household to have
the same utility level as a single person requires that the utility function of the household
and that of the single person be comparable. Blackorby and Donaldson (1g91a) pointed
out that an adult-equivalent index can be constructed by setting u in S(u,p,z) equal to a
particular reference level of utility (such as poverty utility). This means that interhousehold.
comparisons need only be made for a single level of utility u' . A method for doing this
is to find poverty consumption bundles X(z) for a household. with cha.racteristics z, st.
U(X(z),z) : u' . According to Hussain (2003), cities could set the poverty line (benefit
line) by the direct method of costing some goods and services for basic subsistence (the
so-called "the basic needs' approach). In China's case, these 20 basic items are listed in the
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"Circular on Strengthening the Investigation and Control of Prices of Necessary Goods and
Services' issued by the State Council in 1994.
Pollak a.nd Wales (1979) argued that the equivalence scales that are calculated from de-
mand data could not be used for welfare comparisons. Blundell and Lewbel (1991) proved
that their opinion seems to be an overly negative assessment. There are three possible re.
sponses to this funda.rnental underidentif.cation. Oue is to combiue demand data with other
types of data (e.g., psychometric data) to estimate equirralence scales. An alternative is to
report the component of equivalence scales identified from demand data only, which is the
cost of living indices for each household type. The third possibility is to make plausible iden-
tifying assumptions concerning the properties of equivalence scales, such as independence
of base utility (IB) property, defined as the situation in which equivalence scales are inde-
pendent of the base of utility u at which the cost comparison is being made. Blundell and
Lewbel (1991) estimated an AIDS model ryith IB assumption. They statistically rejected
IB, but also found that imposing IB restriction has almost no effect on estimated scales.
Betti (2000) specified a Quadratic Almost Ideal Demand System a^nd estimated household
equivalence scale in Italy basing on IB assumption by writing C(u,p, z) as G(u,p)*(p, 
").
Browing, Chiappori and Lewbel (2003) used collective models of household behavior
to overcome the identification problems associated with the construction and estimation
of adult equivalence scales. They argued that the source of identification problems is that
the equivalence scale question is badly posed. A more appropriate one is, "how much
income would an individual living alone need to attain the same indifference curve over
goods that the individual attained as a member of the household?' This question avoids
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interpersonal comparability. The main practical obstacle to this new equivalence scale is
the non-observability of individual consumption a.nd the intro-household allocation process.
UsuallS only a household's total purchases are observed. According to the collective model.
for example, Browning and Chiappori (199s), the intrehousehold. distribution of resources
is compatible with bargaining models and generally it does not violate effciency. And the
economies of scale resulting from living together a.re captured by a consumption technology
function. Based on the assumption of allowable preference changes, the household's sharing
tule, consumption technology and equivalence scale are nonpa^rametrically identifiable from
observed behavior. The empirical application of Browing, Chiappori and Lewbel (2003)
using the Canadian FAMEX survey calculated. the equivalence scales of married couples
versus their single counterpa.rt.
There are relatively fewer studies on demand systems in China. Literature like Fan et aI.
(1995) and Gong et al- (2000) estimated Engel using data aggregated at the provincial level
or Rural Household Income and Expenditure Survey data. To the best of my knowledge,
there is no literature on equivalence scale for urban households in china.
Next, I will present a theoretic model to estimate equivalence scale using similar strate-
gies with those in literatures.
2.3 Model
The traditional equivalence scale is the ratio of cost functions between demographically
different households:
s(u, p, Z, ,') : 9!u'O' t),C (u, P, z') (2.1)
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where C(.) is a classical cost function, u is the utility level, p is the vector of prizes, z
and' z' are the vectors of demographic characteristics of households. Superscript r d.enotes
reference household.
Since this definition is indelibly linked to demand and cost, we first select the best fitting
dema.nd system.
The starting point is the well-known Almost Ideal Dema^nd System (AIDS) by Deaton
and Muellbauer (1980). It gives an arbitrary first-order approximation to a.ny demand
system; it satisfies the axioms of choices exactly; it aggregates perfectly over consumers; it
has functional form consistent with known household budget data.
The basic behavioral hypothesis of consumer demand is that a consumer chooses an
affordable basket of goods that maximizes his utility. Let u : a(q,p) be the household's
utility function, g be the vector of n consumer goods, p be the vector of corresponding prices
and budget constraint bu DLr qipi:y. we have the following equation:
v - f et(a, p)pr- f ht(u,p)pt - C(u,p)
where q(y,p) is Marshallian demand function and h(u,p) is Hicksian demand. function.
The preference of AIDS belongs to the PIGLOG class which is represented via the cost of
expenditure function. It permits exact aggregation over consumers. We write the indirect
utility function as:
, \ lnru\r,P): 
-
\ ''' b(p) (2-2)
where r : 4 is expenditure in real term, lna(p) : o0 * |olplnpl,+; t D*ilnp1,lnp,
and ln 6(p) : D 0* ln p1 are price indices. This setting makes the derivatives \cf 0p;, \cf 0,u,
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02cl7pfipi, 02cf 0u0pt,
arbitrary cost function.
and 02cf 0u2 at any single point can
So that the cost function is
be set equal to those of an
InC(u,p) :oo * Ia6 h px *iDf -y*i\npxrnpi *lIfr-,
And the budget share of good i is
\D;
- ct',PI 
-W
It is also known as Ma^rshallian share equation for good i.
Many empirical work suggested that [nea,r Engel curves may not be suitable for some
commodity categories. Banks, Blundell and Lewbel (1997) added a quadratic terms in the
logarithm expenditure to the Engel Curves.
a.- r -   r . 6, - -''r
'ri)i: at * L,Tr,iLnpi * gJnr + #(lnr)zU\P ) (2-4)
Another Generalized Almost Ideal Dema.nd System is by Lancaster and Ray (1998). The
price kernel satisfies CES (Constant Elasticity of Substitution) and modifies price index a(p)
rna(p) 
- 
c,s. dern(Io;, ln pt-")) *;|I Txilnpklnpj
By Ray's identity, the budget share is
Lor,lnpf-') + t ttirnpi + 
gtrnr * h(hr)2
The above demand system don't include demographic variables- Now, we will introduce
variables for households with different size and composition. Lewbel (1985) presented a
(2-3)
(1-o)
aipi
u)i : (2.5)
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unifying approach incorporating demographics into demand system which is based on the
technique of cost function modification: C(u,p,z): f [C(u,h(p,")),p,"]
Without any specific assumption, we can only report the ratio of living indices for
different demographic groups, which is the component of equivalence scales that is identified
from demand data. Blundell and Lewbel (1991) estimated the linear AIDS rsith general
IB assumption and presented the relative equivalence scale. Relative equivalence scale
measures the deviation in the reference cost of living index for a particular household type.
It is defined as
A ln S(o. z. z,\ : !{on{r) - a;(2,))lnp;
i
Herc ai(z), ai(z') arc like the coefficients in equation (3.3) but with demographic charac-
teristic. Adding a hypothesis that alcohol is an "adult good" like Blackorby and Donaldson
(1991b), we can identify the equivalence scale in the base year.
2.4 Empirical Analyses
2.4.L Data Set
This study uses Chinese Urban Household Suwey (UHS) d.ata in 1993 and 1g92. The sruvey
aims to study the condition and standard of living of urban households. It record.s household.
information about income and consumption expenditure, demographic characteristics, work
and employment, accommodation and other family related matters. The survey is conducted
by the National Statistical Bureau (NSB) of China. All the provincial capitals are chosen to
represent la.rge cities while the mid-size cities and county towns are randomly selected. My
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data set includes observations from L0 provinces. Within the selected cities a.nd towns, the
neighborhood and finally household are chosen by a further random selection. The sample
size in each region is proportional to the region's population. Sampled households maintain
transaction books that record all expenses and consumption in their households.
At this stage, I choose five strata: single person without child, single parent with one
child, single parent with two children, couple without child and couple with one child.
Other types of households are left out in this study. The numbers of observations for single
adult without child and single parent with two children are relatively small. The reason
for the first stratum is that Chinese people raxely live alone. And the explanation for
the latter stratum is the one-child policy in China. Therefore, we should be careful with
the estimation for those 2 strata. The goods we model are: food, clothing, adult goods
(including cigarettes, wine and beer) and other (including household facilities, medicine,.
transportation and communication, recreation and education, resid.ence, services). Table
3a presents descriptive statistics of income, expenditure and budget sha^res of all goods
categories by household type.
For Chinese people, most of their expenditure went to the food. and clothing categories,
although their total weight decreased from 1993 to 1997. Categories including durable
goods are: household facilities, transportation and communication, recreation and. edu-
cation. Their total weight wa^s less than 25 percent. So, the effect of durable good.s on
consumption behavior will not be an issue at concern. As can be seen, the breakd.own of
the budget shares of households with child/children are closer to each other tha.n to those of
household without child/children in terms of food, clothing and recreation an{ education.
There is no clear pattern for the budget on adult goods.
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Table 3a: @statistics (By Household TVpu)
All Single Couple 1 adult
*1 child
1 adult +
2children
Couple
*1 child
Sample Size (1993)
(1ee7)
Net Income* (1993)
(1ee7)
Total Expenditure* (1993)
(1ee7)
Share of Food (1993)
(1ee7)
Share of Adult Goods (1993)
(1ee7)
Share of Clothing (1993)
(1ee7)
Share of Others (1993)
(Include: ) (1997)
Household Facilities (1993)
(1ee7)
Medicine (1993)
(1ee7)
Tlans. and Commu. (1993)
(1ee7)
Recreatio and Education (1993)
(1ee7)
Residence (1993)
(1ee7)
Service (1993)
(1ee7)
3707
3944
3074.L0
5926.53
2616.68
4996.92
0.490
0.474
0.050
0.038
0.156
0.I27
0.305
0.361
0.071
0.056
0.023
0.037
0.028
0.046
0.076
0.103
0.067
0.079
0.039
0.040
60
38
3980.20
7332.68
3300.98
5899.40
0.594
0.583
0.041
0.052
0.085
0.069
0.279
0.297
0.052
0.049
0.024
0.047
0.023
0.037
0.036
0.033
0.097
0.091
0.047
0.039
688
761
3979.78
7314.29
3286.44
5813.48
0.564
0.537
0.050
0.036
0.097
0.089
0.289
0.338
0.080
0.061
0.030
0.054
0.024
0.045
0.038
0.050
0.082
0.091
0.036
0.037
I
84
68
2807.75
4853.66
2497.87
4577.32
0.503
0.484
0.032
0.017
0.L25
0.119
0.340
0.380
0.062
0.044
0.022
0.027
0.035
0.038
0.099
0.t47
0.079
0.092
0.043
0.032
I
36
13
2490.3L
4050.23
2302.L7
3746.15
0.534
0.491
0.022
0.019
0.138
0.111
0.307
0.378
0.058
0.035
0.032
0.068
0.041
0.026
0.085
a.nL
0.064
0.096
0.027
0.033
2839
3064
2850.75
5596.19
2447.42
4797.53
0.469
o.457
0.050
0.039
0.L72
0.137
0.308
0.367
0.070
0.055
0.022
0.033
0.028
0.047
0.086
0.1 15
0.063
0.076
0.040
0.041
Note: *Mean within stratum. The unit is yuan /year/person
Table 3b displays the consumption patterns of households in different regions.
Table 3b: Descriptive Statistics (By Region)
All Regionl Region2 Region3 Region4
Sample Size (1993)
(1ee7)
Net fncome* (1993)
(1ee7)
Total Expenditure* (1993)
(1ee7)
Share of Food (1993)
(1ee7)
Share of Adult Goods (1993)
(1ee7)
Share of Clothing (1993)
(1ee7)
Share of Others (1993)
(Include: ) (1997)
Household Facilities (1993)
(1ee7)
Medicine (1993)
(1ee7)
Trans. and Commu. (1993)
( 1ee7)
Recreatio and Education (1993)
(1ee7)
Residence (1993)
(1ee7)
Service f1993)
(1ee7)
3707
3944
3074.10
5926.53
2616.68
4996.92
0.490
0.474
0.050
0.038
0.156
0.L27
0.305
0.361
0.071
0.056
0.023
0.037
0.028
0.046
0.076
0.103
0.067
0.079
0.039
0.040
I
593
62L
4952.05
10118.31
4L07.04
8467.t2
0.507
0.465
0.027
0.020
0.114
0.089
0.352
0.427
0.082
0.073
0.024
0.042
0.045
0.053
0.085
0.r22
0.070
0.082
0.046
0.054
T2T7
t2L6
3000.37
5690.70
2552.88
4884.07
0.502
0.483
0.047
0.037
0.132
O.LT7
0.319
0.363
0.081
0.060
0.021
0.032
0.030
o.047
0.076
0.105
0.072
0.082
0.039
0.037
1685
L825
2546.9L
4894.67
2209.L6
4LL4.54
0.475
0.470
0.056
0.043
0.186
0.146
0.284
0.341
0.062
0.047
0.023
0.038
0.02L
0.043
0.075
0.096
0.066
0.079
0.037
0.037
2L2
230
24U.65
4096.49
2053.19
347L.45
0.493
0.488
0.075
0.052
0.170
0.1 28
0.262
0.332
0.055
0.056
0.036
0.049
0.022
0.043
0.068
0.088
0.042
0.058
0.039
0.040
Note: *Mean within stratum. The unit is ytanfyeatfpenson. Regionl: Beijing, Guangdong;
Region2: Chongqing, Sichuan, Jia.ngsu; Region3: Anhui, Hubei, Liaoning, Shanxi; Region4: Gansu.
The standard to partition regions could be found in next section. Households in all
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regions spent less on food and clothing from 1993 to 1997. Households in region 1 spent
significantly less on adult goods and more on service.
2.4.2 Choices of Variables
One advantage of this data set is that it has detailed records of quantity and expenditure for
each kind of commodity. We can construct a very accurate price index of every household for
each commodity category. For example, I choose 12 specific commodities to construct the
price index of the food category, including 7 commodities with highest expenditure weights
and 5 commodities with the most significant expenditure change from 1993 to 1.997. For
household h, the price index for food would be:
pyood,h:fu-
Dllrlsn,o
where 4,t is the price for food i paid by household h in 1997, I is the general price
for food i paid by all households in 1993 artd qt,n is quantity of food i bought by household
h in 1997.
The demographic va.riables may include dummies for age, education a,nd region. In this
exercise to estimate demand system and traditional equivalence scale, Four "kids" dummy
variables, Ky,...,K4, are considered, referring to the way children of increasing age a,ffect
the level of each expenditure share. The definitions of "kids" dummy variables are:
Children aged 0-2 years K1
Children aged 3-6 years K2
Children aged 7-L2 years Ks
Children aged L2-L8 years Kq
As is well known, the differences in income and expenditure in different regions of China
are significant. There are four region dummy variables, Rt, R2, Rs, Ra, referring to how
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living in the difierent regions varies the level of each expenditure share. The region dummy
variables are defined as:
Beijing, Guangdong
Chongqirg, Sichuan, Jiangsu
Anhui, Hubei, Liaoning, Shanxi
Gansu
(consumption expenditure > 5000)
(4000 ( consumption expenditure < 5000)
(3000 ( consumption expenditure < 4000)
(consumption expenditure < 3000)
Rt
Rz
Rs
R+
Note: The unit is RMB/year/person
Other variables include number of adults in the household and expenditure in real term.
Since each type of household includes 2 adults at most in the selected data strata, dummy
variable A is used to denote number of adults. In the reference household, a single adult
without children, A :0. And A : 1 means that there are 2 adults.
2.4.3 Estimation
Estimation of Demand System
First, the simplest AIDS model without demographic variables is estimated by type of
household. It is defined as
u)i:at*I 14hnpj+pihnr
where c : dd is expenditure in real term, a(p) is constructed with Stone index at
this stage. i:1,2,3 denote food, clothing and other commodities categories respectively.
Both a; and F1 are constant for each goods category. The estimate method I used here
is iterated three-stage least square regression. Under seemly unrelated regression, this
iteration converges to the maximum likelihood estimates. Table 4 presents the estimate
coeffi.cients.
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Table 4: Price and income effects in an
demographic variables
Almost Ideal Demand System without
(bV househotd type)
1 adult 1 adult *1 child
share
of food
share
of clothing
share
of other
share
of food
share
of clothing
share
of other
p(food)
p(cloth)
p(other)
expenditure
Constant
Ln
Ln
Ln
Ln
0.003
(0.110)
-0.064
(o.o3o)*
0.061
(0.0ee)
-0.079
(0.045)
1.213
(0.371)**
-0.064
(o.o3o)*
0.039
(o.o1e) *
0.025
$.024)
-0.042
(0.028)
0.467
(0.228)*
0.061
(o.oee)
0.025
(0.0240)
-0.086
(o.oe4)
O.T2T
(0.038) **
-0.681
(0.315) *
0.204
(0.068) **
-0.047
(0.018) **
-0.156
(0.065) *
-0.I29
(0.027)**
1.563
(0.230) **
-0.047
(0.018)**
0.080
(0.012) **
-0.033
(0.017)*
-0.050
(0.016) **
o.574
(0.133) **
-0. 156
(0.065)*
-0.033
(0.017)*
0.189
(0.066)*
0.179
(0.026) **
-1.137
(0.2r7) *x
2 adults 2 adults *1 child
share
of food
share
of clothing
share
of other
share
of food
share
of clothing
share
of other
Ln p(food)
p(cloth)
p(other)
Ln
Ln
Ln expenditure
Constant
0"007
(0.025)
-0.060
(o.oo5) **
0.052
(0.024)*
-0.160
(o.oo9)*x
1.936
(o.os3)**
-0.060
(o.oo5)**
0.057
(o.oo3) **
0.003
(0.005)
-0.023
(o.oo5) **
0.326
(o.o4o) **
0.052
(0.024)*
0.003
(0.005)
-0.056
(0.024)*
0.183
(o.oo9) **
-r.261
(0.079) **
0.143
(o.oo9) **
-0.072
(o.oo3) **
-0.071
(o.oo9) **
-0.136
(o.oo4)**
1.654
(0.034) **
-0.072
(o.oo3)**
0.092
(o.oo2) **
-0.020
(o.oo3) **
-0.070
(o.oo3) **
0.795
(0.022)**
-0.071
(o.oo9) **
-0.020
(o.oo3) **
0.092
(o.oo9) **
0.206
(o.oo4)**
-1.449
(0.034)**
Note: standard errors in parentheses; *significant at 5%, **significant at rTo.
Fbom the signs of coefficients for each group, again, we can observe that households with
child/children have similar consumption patterns. So do households without child.
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Next, demographic variables are introduced into AIDS system. In this exercise to esti-
mate demand system and traditional equivalence scale, the demographic variables include
ukids" dummy variables, Kt, ...,K4, region dummy variables, R2, Rs, Ra, and number of
adults. When K1:K2:Kt:Kt-0, the observation is a household without child. When
Rz:Rs:R4 :0, the household live in regionl (Beijing or Guangdong). Let
oti : eio * a,K1 * a;2K2 * a.6K3 * aaq,Kn* a6sR2 * a;6R3 * atzR+ * q.;aA (2.6)
Table 5 presents the estimate coefficients.
The signs of coefficients, the scale of number and the elasticity computed. from the
estimated coefficient a^re comparable with those in literature like Deaton (lgg7) and Gong,
Soest and Zhang (2000). The coeff.cients of demographic variables show how they affect the
level of each expenditure share. For example, the negative coeffi.cients of "kids" variables in
"food" equation reflect the fact that households with kids spend less budget share on food.
The positive signs of "Kids" variables in the "clothing" equation mean that having a kid
vzill increase the level of budget share on clothing. Those estimations are consistent with
the fact we have observed in Table 3. From the "adult goods" equation, we ca,n see that
households in region2, 3, and 4 have higher budget shares on "adult goods" than those in
regionl because the coefrcients of all three dummy variables are positive. The households
including a teenager spend significantly less on adult goods than households including kids
in other age groups.
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Table 5: Price and income effects in
an Almost Ideal Demand System with demographic variables
Note: Standard errors in parentheses; *significant at 5To, **significant at lTo.
Budget share
of adult goods
Budget share
of food
Budget share
of clothing
Budget share
of other
Ln p(adult)
Ln p(food)
Ln p(clothing)
Ln p(other)
Ln expenditure
Num. of adult
Kid (o-2)
Kid (3-6)
Kid (7-12)
Kid (13-18)
Region2
Region3
Region4
Constant
I o.oosraz | -o.orzsrrtl
lto.oor233;x* f to.oo23b5)**
| -0.017811 | 0.0e5e77tl
| (o oo23ss;*'r I to.oos473)**
| 0.000136 | -o.oooe8etf
| (o.oooe72) | to.oo24sa;*,r
I o.orz AeJ | -o.orzroz
| (o.oor37s;** | ro oo88e2)
-0.020570 | -0.150360
(o.oo16oe;'r* 
|,o.oo3zo2;**.0.00815e I o.oss252(o.oo631e) f 1o.or+zee;**
0.007485 | -o.otn364(o.oo34e6)* 
f ro.oo81z4;*'r0.006ee5 | -0.078681(0.0021531*'* | {o.oosos4) **
o.oo8oe6 | 0.048750(0.001717)** lto.oo4Oro;*t
o.oo2see | -o.oaooe3(0.0017e0) | to.oo418e)0.006486 | -0.037258(0.002107;*'* | to.oosl14)**0.00e831 | -O.OOS s72
(0.002062;x* | to oou 022)**
0.02s237 | -O.OOOSZT
(o.oo31 27),ox I to.oor465;**0.21,rs27 | r.azssr r(0.01514r;** | {O.Oes 47t1**
| 0.000136
I| (o.oooe72)
I| -0.060e8e
I| (0.002458)
I
I o.oza 4sT
I
I (o.oo16er;x*
| -o.or 1644
I
I to.oo24l4)**
-0.045152
(0.002414;r'*
0.041210
(0.009612) **
0.055375
(0.005301;'r*
0.053629
(0.003257)**
0.045557
(0.002608;*,*
0.037359
(0.002720;*,*
0.02979
(0.003156)
0.023123
(0.003106; **
0.015286
(0.004700;r,*
0.465899
(0.0228221**
10.0124e3
(0.002375)*
-0.017L97
(o.oo88e2)
-o.077644
(0.002434) **
0.022348
(o.ooe236)*
0.2t6081
(0.003912) **
-0.I0257t
(0.015097; *.*
0.011472
(0.00833s)
0.018004
(o.oo5130)**
-0.004943
(0.0040ee)
0.000077
(0.004275)
0.027811
(0.005162;**
0.030451
(0.005065;r'*
J.O2792r
(0.007561; r'*
.1.503337
:0.036430; *'*
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Equivalence Scales and Correspondirg Poverty Lines
Blundell and Lewbel (1991) wrote the traditional equivalence scales as
ln 
^9(p, z,z') - o6 (r) - ao(z') + f( oo(") - ot6(t,))rnpo
where a1 is defined as in (2.6). For each category of goods, choices of different combina-
tions of dummy variable values enable us to get corresponding intercept term ai(z) for all
types of households with different demographic characteristics. Using the price indices in
1997 for all categories ofgoods, we can calculate the relative equivalence scales in 1997, i.e.
the change ofequivalence scales from 1993 to 1997. Table 6a reports the relative equivalence
scales with different choices of the number of adults and the age groups of children. The
calculations for households in difierent regions are similar. Table 6a shows that from lgg3
to 1997, relative prices have changed to increase the cost of households including a couple,
no matter ifthey have child or not. The relative cost to be a single parent decreased except
in the households having a child in the age group Z-12.
Table 6a: Relative equivalence scales under IB assumption in lgg1
(2.7)
Adult
child 0-2
child 3-6
child 7-12
child 13-18
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
I
0
2
0
0
0
1
Equi. Scale 1 0.9966 0.9953 1.0002 0.9989 1.0197 1.0162 1.0149 1.0199 1.0185
Next, let's make an
lence scales. fn the base
ln ,5(p, z, z') witl reduce
attempt to give a plausible base year period value of equiva-
year' the price index of each commodity category is one. Then
to ay(z) 
- 
os (r'). Introducing adult goords like Blackorby and
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Donaldson (1991b), the intercept term in the "adult goods" equation will give us identifi-
cation of es(z) and as(z') when we choose the corresponding dummy variable values for
demographic characteristic . Table 6b reports the equivalence scales in the base yea^r with
different choices of number of adults a,nd age group of children. The equivalence scale for
households iucluding a couple aad a teenager is small because the coefficient of dummv
variable for teenagers in the adult good equation is small (See table 5). The ca1culations
for households in different regions are similar.
Combining the equivalence scales in the base year and relative equivalence scales in
arbitrary year' we can calculate equivalence scales in any yeax. And using those numbers,
poverty lines for households with different demographic compositions could be attained by
the product of individual poverty liue and corresponding equivalence scales.
Table 6b: Equivalence scales under IB assumption in base year 1993
and corresponding poverty lines
Adult
chitd 0-2
child 3-6
child 7-L2
child 13-18
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
1
Equi. Scale I 1.4389 1.4050 1.4832 t,L347 1.4868 2.L394 2.0890 2.2039 1.6871
Poverty Line $ 1.08 $ 1.55 $1.52 $1.60 $ 1.23 $1.61 $2.31 $2.26 $2.38 $1.32
2.5 tr\rture Research
The data set used in this paper is an unbala^nced data set because the number of single
adult households is small compared to that of households including two adults. Therefore,
we should be cautious at the equivalence scales choosing one single adult as reference. To
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measure the equivalence scale for a couple to a single adult more precisely, we cal consider
the collective model based equivalence scales in Browning, Chiappori and Lewbel (200g).
It is proposed to compare the indifierence curves attained by the sarne or comparable
individua,ls in two different settings. For example, the equivalence scale for a woma.n living
alone versus living with a spouse would be the minimum expenditure level s* required by
household (single) / to attain the same utility level as in reference household c (one man,
one woman), divided by the total expenditures required y of reference household c:
sf : mgr {n'*. lulur (r-) : UI @r)}
Suppose that in a household consisting of a male and a female, their consumption
bundles are n^ and rf respectively. Since there is sharing within this household, we define
a consumption technology function F to denote the economy of scale. z : F(r^ *2/) is the
bundle of goods that the household is observed purchasing. It is equivalent to buying the
bundie s : n* +rf without sharing. If we choose Barten type technology function, z : A.x
is the observed couple's joint purchase. ,4, is a diagonal matrix. ltet t is a social welfare
function that is increasing in husband's utility (Jm ard, wife's utility (Jl , the household
facing price p and with income y will choose consumption such as
#T, {u lr t @r ),(r* ("\l lp' F (*^ + *r )
t'et VJ (p/yf ) and V* (p/y^) be the ind,irect utility function of female and male when
Iiving as single. And urd : ,{@lAJ) and rrlf : uT(p/g^) are the female's and male,s
budget sha.res of consumption good k when living as singles. Flom observed single's budget
share data, we can estimate the demand behavior of family member ; : / and i : rn in the
:Aj
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usual AIDS model, assuming allowable preference changes,
wi : ui(p/yu) : ou + ri hp + gi ltnyi - 
"n(p)l
For couple, the budget share of good /c is:
wx:ur(p):n.{"(#)+(1 
- r)"f (&)
where .4. is a diagonal matrix of the coefficient of Barten type technology
the parameter that is determined by 0 and represents the fraction of the
expenditures going to female's coruumption, i.e., the bargaining power. The
between 0 and L and could depend orL p/y. A sensible model for q is from
Chiappori (1998):
(2.8)
(2.e)
function. q is
couple's total
value of q lies
Browning and
Yf - ,u.
n : no * rnVT +y* + r2ln(V)
Where Yi is the gross income of household member i.
Afber we estimate af and a* from (2.8) , plug them into (2.9), the couple's budget
sha.res are:
,x(p) : n@d+r{m(ap1 + gloltny *tn4 - 
"reqdl) (2.10)
+(1 
- d@T + ff ln(Ap) + 0T Iny + ln(1 -,il - 
"*(Ap)))
Using the couple's demand data for each good &, we can estimate A and r7 .
At last, with the AIDS specification for utility function Vf , the equivalence scale sJ,
which is defined as
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"'(h) -vr (#)
would have solution
tns/: ( uJ(P) 
- 
.'\,-.. , r'Jr^t ,\ffi t ) tnu * #ffi lt"tnl - "' (eo)f + or (p)
In newer Chinese data sets, we should be able to observe more single adults because
more young people choose to live alone. These observations will help us to construct more
precise equivalence scales in the future.
2.6 Conclusions
This paper discusses a theoretical model for equivalence scales and calculates trad.itional
equivalence scales for Chinese urba.n households with different d.emographic characteristics
using Urban Household Survey (IIHS) data of China. The results provide a quantitative ref-
erence to calculate the comparable poverty lines for households with different demographic
compositions. It also can be used to determine appropriate subsidy levels for households
with different demographic cha.racteristics. A useful byproduct of this study is a specifica-
tion of the demand system for China.
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3.1 Introduction
There are two striking facts about city growth. First, cities keep growing in different
countries, in terms of both city sizes (city population) and the number of cities. Second,
the distributions of city sizes in different countries fit the power law (Pareto distribution)
very well. Especially in the upper tail of city size distribution, the power exponent is equal to
(or very close to) 1, which is called Zipf's law or rank-size rule (city sizes are proportional to
the inverse of their ranks).l Correspondingly, three strands of theories have been developed
to explain the two stylized facts. The random growth theory (Gabaix, 1999) assumed city
growth as a random walk and demonstrated that in steady state city size distribution obeys
Zipf's Law. The urban endogenous growth theory (Black and Henderson, L999; Eaton and
Eckstein, L997) used human capital externalities as the driving force to explain the persistent
and deterministic growth of cities. The hybrid theory (Rossi-Hansberg and Wright, 2003)
employed both human capital externalities and stochastic productivity shocks. Under some
restrictive conditions, the hybrid model can generate both balanced endogenous growth and
city size distribution close to Zipf's law. Unfortunately, empirically we are still not clear
if city growth is random or deterministic. If it is deterministic, does the growth converge
(small cities grow faster), diverge (large cities grow faster), or parallel each other (all cities
lThere is rich literature on city size distribution. Let R denote the rank of a city, and P denote the
population size of that city, then the power law or Pareto distribution implies that the number of cities whose
population exceeds P is proportional to P-F. In terms of econometric specification: log I : a - 9logP * e
With B : 1. It is called Zipf's law (Zipf, 1949) or rank-size rule. However, to be specific, rank-size rule is
only a good approximation of Zipf 's law (Gabaix, 1999). Most studies found that the upper tail of city size
distribution obeys Zipf's law quite well. For a comprehensive survey on city size distribution, see Gabaix
and Ioannides (2004).
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grow at the same speed)?2
This paper tests which theory is supported by empirical evidence from Chinese city size
time series data. China has incurred rapid urbanization since 1980s. The urbanization rate
increased from 23.01 percent in 1984 to 39.09 percent in 2002. Almost in every year, there
are new cities incoming. Figure 1 in the appendix represents the growth of city number and
urban population. The dramatic change of Chinese economic structure and policies may
have had strong impacts on the evolution of city sizes and size distribution. Some cities
strongly benefit from the huge agglomeration economies from nea.rby super-la,rge cities or
city-belt; some other cities, however, still suffer locational disadvantages. Cities in special
economic zones have been blessed by favorable government economic policies and grow
very fast. Figure 2-a shows that Shenzhen (in the special economic zone) grew faster than
Nanchong (in western China) and Linfen (in middle China) although these three cities had
similar sizes in 1984. Cities in the same region but of different sizes may have different
growth patterns. Figure 2-b reflects the growth of three large-sized, medium-sized and
small-sized cities in middle China. These important features have attracted many studies.
Song and Zhang (2002) used 1991-1998 data and discussed the change ofthe power exponent
of Chinese city size distribution. Anderson and Ge (2005) tested the distribution of Chinese
2Following economic growth theory (Barro, Sala-i-Martin, 2004), if small cities grow faster than large
cities without conditional on any other characteristics of economies, it is referred to as obsolute conuergence,
meaning that all cities will converge to the same long run steady state size. If different cities converge to
their own steady state sizes, it is called conditional conaergence. If small cities grow faster than large cities
after holding fixed some other variables, such as initial human capital stock, government policies, it is called
B-conuergence. If the dispersion of city sizes (say, the standard deviation of sizes of a group of cities) declines
over time, it is referred to as i-conuergence.
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city size and the structural break point of city size evolution. However, we have not found
any paper focusing on the dynamics of Chinese city growth.
In this study, we are particularly interested in identifying the dynamic patterns of city
growth in China and testing the predictions by the random growth theory and deterministic
growth theory in urban economics. The results from unit root and cointegration tests on the
sizes of all cities in the country do not support either of them. However, afler conducting
more tests by difierent groups of cities in terms of size, region and policy regime, we find
that some cities with certain common group characteristics do grow parallel.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews the growth theories
and their empirical implications and evidences; section 3 describes the data set. Section 4
tests the random growth theory by looking at the time variation of the povrer exponent of
rank-size rule; section 5 further tests the random growth theory by a set of unit roots tests;
section 6 tests the urban endogenous growth theory through cointegration test. Section 7
discusses related issues and further research agenda; section 8 concludes.
3.2 Three Urban Growth Theories
Urban random growth theory assumes that city sizes grow stochastically (to be specific,
follow a geometric Brownian motion), if at least for a certain range of size, the cities follow
Gibrat's law (the growth processes have the common expected city growth rate and a
common stand.ard deviation), then in the steady state, the distribution of city sizes in that
range will follow Zipf's law with a power exponent of 1. (Gabaix, 1999; Cordoba, 2003).
There are three ways to test the random growth theory: First, do growth processes of cities
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follow Gilbrat's law, or in general, follow random walk? Second, does city size distribution
follow Zipf's law? Third, do temporary random shocks have permanent effects on city size
evolution? The negative answer to any of the three questions would cast doubt on the
random growth hypothesis.
Davis and Weinstein (2001) found that one of the most powerful shocks to city sizes
evolution in the history, the Allied bombing of Japanese cities during World War II, only
has temporary effects: most cities returned to their relative positions in the distribution
of city sizes within about fifteen years from the destruction. This strongly strikes at the
random growth theory.
Urban endogenous growth theory predicts that cities grow parallel, meaning that cities
of different sizes grow at the same constant speed. The Black-Henderson model (Black and
Henderson, 1999) assumed localized information spillovers and human capital accumulation
as engines of urban growth and produced endogenous sizes and number of cities over time.
Sizes of different types of cities grow at the same rate which is proportional to the growth
rate of human capital accumulation; number of cities of each type also grows at the same
rate which equals the difference between the rate of nationa^l population growth and the
rate of city population growth. Under some special constraints, cities could achieve steady
state levels, meaning that cities will grow and converge to a common stationary size or their
own steady state levels. Eaton and Eckstein (1997) constructed a simila,r model and also
predicted that the growth of a system of cities is parallel, maintaining a constant relative
size distribution of cities.
Eaton and Eckstein (1997) used France and Japan city size data and estimated the
Markov transition matrix of city size evolution. They concluded that cities grow pa.rallel
7T
with quite stable distribution which is close to rank-size rule. However, there are a few
problems in their study: first, they only used the top 40 urban areas. As many studies
pointed out, the threshold of city size matters in estimating the power exponent. Second,
as pointed out by Sharma (2003), they did not provide statistical inference concerning
the estimated transition probabilities. It is very hard to know how large the diagonal
transition probability should be to justify persistent and pa,rallel growth. Third, they did
not discuss the stationarity of the city size time series data. If sizes of individual city are not
stationary, then the better way to test the co-movement of city growth would be to conduct
cointegration test. Finally, the period of rapid industrialization and urba,nization in each
country also is accompanied with important economic structure and policy changes, which
may have had persistent effects on later urban growth and different impacts on different
cities. Therefore, structural changes should also be taken into account.
Other possibilities of urban growth would be convergence and divergence. During the
process of urbanization, new small cities keep forming and catch up with la,rge ones, so the
size distribution of cities would become more even over time, or may converge to a common
steady state size. In contrast, urbanization could take the form ofthe expansion ofexisting
Iarge cities, which implies that size distribution would be more unequal or diverge. Black
and Henderson (1997) modelled transitions as a stationary first-order Markov process and
found that the relative size distribution of cities is astonishingly stable over time, fluctuating
little between decades and exhibiting no tendency to collapse (converge to a common city
size), spread, go bimodal, and so forth.
The hybrid model by Rossi-Hansberg and Wright (2003) combines both Black-Henderson
model and Gibrat's law and is able to predict both city growth facts. A random total factor
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productivity shock is introduced to the model so that the balanced growth of city sizes
is also random. Under two sets of restrictive conditions (eliminating physical capital or
AK type model without human capital), the expected long run growth rate and va,riance
are independent of city size, which fits Gibrat's law. Under certain range of parameter
values, the hybrid model can also generate distributions which deviate from Zipf's law, as
uncovered by empirical literature. The hybrid theory was tested by Sharma (2003). Sharma
used Indian decennial population census data from 1901-1991 and conducted unit root and
cointegration tests. The conclusion is that city growth may be parallel in the long run,
but the short-run growth may deviate from the long-term rate of growth due to exogenous
shocks, and temporaxy shocks may take less than a decade to dissipate.
Another related but more mixed and hard-to-test theory-locational fundamentals theory
(Krugman, 1996; Fujita and Mori, 1996), is also worth noting. Locational cha,racteristics
may be considered randomly distributed over space (a spatial random process). They are
the initial conditions which play a crucia,l role in shaping the formation and evolution of the
size at that location. Even the initial conditions become unimportant any more, their effects
may still persist, which is called "path dependence effect" or the "lock-in effect" of some self-
reinforcing agglomeration forces(Fujita and Mori, 1996). The strong particular locational
advantage may even revert the strong temporary shocks to city growth. However, this theory
makes no clear prediction of the pattern of urban growth. Davis and Weinstein (2001) used
the soon recovery of Japanese cities after World War II bombing as the confirmation of
locational fundamental theory.
This paper focuses on identifying the growth pattern of Chinese cities. Do Chinese
cities grow randomly, parallel, or with a constant long run rate but short-run deviation?
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The results will provide empirical evidences to test the urban growth theories.
3.3 Data
This study uses Chinese city size data from 1984 to 2002. The data are from each year's
Urban Statistic Yearboolc of Chi,na and Urban Yearbook of Chi,na. City population is defined
as the number of non-agricultural population in urban area of a city (by the permanent res-
idence) at year-end. Non-agricultural population a,re those who engaged in nonagricultural
vocations and brought up by nonagricultural staff. Some observations in 2001 used the
definition of urban population for population Census in 2000 and incurred abnormal jumps
in population levels. Those cities will not be considered when conducting econometric tests.
3
Usually, Chinese cities a.re classifi.ed into five size categories according to their popula-
tion:
(1) Super Large-sized Cities (With a population above 2,000,000 persons);
(2) Extra Large-sized Cities (With a population between 1,000,000-2,000,000 persons);
(3) La,rge-sized Cities (With a population between 500,000-1,000,000 persons);
(4) Medium-sized City (With a population between 200,000-500,000 persons);
(5) Small-sized Cities (With a population less than 200,000 persons)'
By region, Chinese cities traditionally are assigned into three categories:
(1) Eastern region, including 12 provinces and central municipalities: Beijing, Tianjin,
Hebei, Liaoning, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong, Guangdong, Guangxi,
3The national urban population is the sum of population of all cities, which will be affected by those
jump. Therefore, we replaced the recorded country population in 2001 with a number from smoothing.
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Hainan
(2) Middle region, including 9 provinces and autonomous regions: Shan(l)xi, Neimenggu,
Jilin, Heilongjiang, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, Hunan
(3) Western region, including L0 provinces and autonomous regions: Sichuan, Chongqing,
Guizhou, Yunnan, Xizang, Shan(3)xi, Gansu, Ningxia, Qinghai, Xinjianga
During the transition to the market-oriented economy and opening to the world, Chinese
government favored a certain number of cities to implement reform and open policies. These
include 16 open coastal cities and 4 cities in special economic zones (starting from 1980).
To study the effect of size, region and policy regime, The following 3 sub-groups of cities
are constructed. 5
in special economic zones and their counterparts of similar sizes but inGroupl: Cities
other regions
Group2: Cities
Group3: Cities
Table 1 lists all
in the same region but of different sizes
of same sizes but in different regions
cities being chosen in our 3 sub-groups.
3.4 Time Variations of Zipf's Exponent
The urban random
and obevs Gibrat's
growth theory states that
law, then the steady state
if the city population level is a random walk
distribution of city size will obey Zipf's law.
aThere 
".e 
two provinces with the same English name "Shanxi". But in fact, their Chinese names are
different. Here we use Shan(l)xi and Shan(3)xi to denote the difference'
sWe assign a city into a size group according to the population level in 1984. The choice of cities is
randomized in each region and size category.
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Tablel: Cities sub-grou
Group2
city region size
Suzhou 1 3
Zibo 1 3
Huainan 2 3
Jilin 2 3
Guiyang 3 3
Kunming 3 3
Chaozhou 1 4
Yingkou 1 4
Changzhi 2 4
Huangshi 2 4
Zunyi 3 4
Leshan 3 4
Binzhou 1 5
Zhangzhou 1 5
Sanmenxia 2 5
Groupl
city region
Shantou 1
Hegang 2
Xining 3
Shenzhen 1
Linfen 2
Nanchong 3
Xiamen 1
Pingxiang 2
Liupanshui 3
Zhuhai 1
Houma 2
Jinchang 3
size
4
4
4
5
5
o
4
4
4
o
o
c
Group3
city region size
Suzhou 1 3
Zlbo 1 3
Chaozhou 1 4
Yingkou 1 4
Binzhou 1 5
Zhangzhou 1 5
Huainan 2 3
Jilin 2 3
Changzhi 2 4
Huangshi 2 4
Sanmenxia 2 5
Yiyang 2 5
Guiyang 3 3
Kunming 3 3
Zunyi 3 4
Therefore , if the Chinese city size distribution is not consistent with Zipf's law, then we
will cast doubt on the random growth theory. Though Anderson and Ge (2005) concluded
that Chinese city sizes are better described by log-normal distribution, the simple rank-size
rule still fits Chinese city sizes nicely. We estimate the following model for each yea,r to test
whether the power exponent is indeed close to 1 or not:
logR-a-/logP+e (3.1)
where R and P are the rank and population size of a city. The power exponent B is also
called Zipf's exponent. Table 2 reports the estimated coefficients B.
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Table 2: Time Variations of Zipf's Exponent
all cities cities (pop>500,000) cities (pop>2,000,000)
Year Num. of cities Coefficient 0 Num. of cities Coefficient 6 Num. of cities Coefficient 6
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
t994
1995
1996
r997
1998
1999
2000
2001*
2002
295
324
342
382
434
450
468
479
514
568
622
640
665
666
665
665
660
ooo
653
0.8910
0.8557
0.8570
0.8838
0.9266
0.9324
0.9023
0.923 1
0.9504
0.9796
1.0071
r.0226
1.0376
1.0319
r.0473
r.0752
r.0228
0.8088
0.9901
50
52
54
oo
58
58
60
61
62
69
73
76
78
81
86
86
92
289
108
1.4630
1.4589
r.4470
r.4445
1.4395
r.4294
1.3807
r.4233
r.4328
1.4330
r.4526
1 .4513
1.4536
r.4520
1.4569
r.4230
1.4118
2.0328
1.4480
8
8
8
8
9
9
10
I
10
10
10
10
11
L2
13
13
13
I4
I4
r.6729
1.6756
L.6847
1.6738
1.6646
1 .634 1
r.7L46
1.6366
r.6254
r.5972
1 .5970
r.6426
1.6348
1.6328
1.6310
1.6026
1.5888
1.6003
L.5625
Note: The definition of city size in 2001 was changed in some cities, but was reverted in 2002.
All regressions have good fit a.nd the p-values for hypothesis Hg: B : 1 are all zeroes.
In Table 2, coeffi.cient B in the first column is estimated from the full sample. The power
exponent has been increasing from quite less than 1 in 1984 to quite close to 1 in 2002. This
implies that the overa,ll city size distribution becomes more even and close to what Zipf's law
predicts. Since most empirical studies confi.rm that the exponent for the upper tail of size
distribution is close to L, we also estimate the model by only selecting cities of size greater
than 200,000, greater than 500,000, greater than 1,000,000 and greater than 2,000,000. The
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second column and the third column report the results for cities of size greater than 500,000
and for cities of size greater than 2,000,000. However, they a,re significantly different from
1. And the values of B increase when we move the cutoff to the upper tail. The results
imply that larger cities distribute more evenly than what Zipf's law predicts. One possible
reason is that the government control of the urbanization process in the past might take
the size distribution of cities off an equilibrium growth path. Another possible explanation
is that the current distribution is not the steady state yet. The overall size distribution of
Chinese cities has been evolving. In 2002, the urbanization rate in China is 39.09 percent.
While the urbanization rate of developed countries is above 70 percentG. China is still in the
period of rapid urbanization and the distribution of city sizes will keep evolving. Therefore
we tend to make no conclusion about the random and endogenous growth theory by only
looking at the evolution of the power exponent.
3.5 Non-stationarity in city size and stationarity in city
Growth
The random growth theory indicates that the city population
can observe that all shocks only have temporary effects on city
(2002), w€ will confidently reject random growth theory.
Let ln P be the logarithmic of city population. To test the
the simplest specification of ln P is
level is a random walk. If we
size like Davis and Weinstein
non-stationarity in city size,
6In 2000, the urbanization rate of U.S. is 77.2To,Canada,77.l7o, Japan,78.8%, Britain,89.5%, FYance,
75.6%. (Source: www.stats.gov.cn).
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lnP.y-: d'ilnP6,t-r * e1t
where 4t is the population of a city i at time t and et is the random shock at time t.
The ADF tests for non-stationaxity of population levels takes the form
L,ln P,it : 16In P4y1 * eil
where'y4 : da- 1. The null hypothesis of non-stationarity Ho: Qt.:1 (or m:0) is used
to against the alternative hypothesis Ilr : dt. <1(o. lo < 0). If di ( 1, in steady state, the
logarithm of city population will converge to a constant.
Since the conclusion of unit root test is sensitive to the specification of model, we choose
the optimal lags using Akaike information criterion (AIC). The specification we use for our
test is
k.i
A ln Pt : at * \tt + lt\n Pi,t-l + t PriL^In P,r,t-i * €ft,j
Constant a4 and linear trend B6t control the upward trend of population data. ,tt is the
number of lagged difference term for city i.
We fi.rst conduct ADF test for each individual city. Cities which used different population
definition in 2001 are not included. Among 149 cities remaining in the sample and having
observations from 1984, the population levels of 138 cities have unit roots at the L0% level.
This remarkably shows that most cities sizes a,re not stationary. So is the national urban
population. Table 3 reports the unit root tests for national urban population and the
selected cities populations.
(3.2)
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Table 3: Unit Root Test for Logarithmic Population Levels of Country and Selected Cities
Cities ADF test statistic Cities ADF test statistic
country
hegang
houma
jinchang
Iinfen
Iiupanshui
nanchong
pingxiangjx
shantou
shenzhen
xiamen
xining
zhuhai
-0.643
0.669
-2.898
-2.29
-0.4r7
-2.269
-2.328
- 1.373
-r.3r4
-0.637
0.778
-2,793
-1.633
sanmenxia
shanghai
shenyang
suzhoujs
tianjin
wuhan
yingkou
yiyang
zhangzhou
zibo
zunyi
daqing*
yinchuan*
-L.792
-r.745
-2.931
0.871
-2.239
-1 .608
-1.91
-L.76r
0.929
-1.387
-r.702
-3.55
-5.023
Note: The critical values of ADF test for our specification are -3.24, -3.6, -4.38 at 107o, 5% and
1% signifi.cant levels respectively calculated by STATA. * denotes rejection at 5% level.
It is weII known that the power of unit root test based on a single equation is poor,
especially when the time series is short. Panel unit root tests with large N can improve
the power. In our data set, the time length is not long. But the number of cities is la.rge
enough. Therefore, Im-Pesa.ranb-Shine (2003)'s panel method is used to improve the power
of unit root test. The cities which reject individual unit root test are not included in the
panel. The value of Im-Pesa,ranb-Shine's test statistic is -1.619. Comparing it with critical
values -2.28 (a: 0.1), -2.32 (a:0.05) a.nd -2.38 (o : 0.05), we can not reject the flo: all
cities in the oanel have unit root.
We also conduct formal unit root test for population growth rate using the first difference
of log population level. The null hypothesis of unit root of growth rate is rejected for every
citv.
Cities ADF test statistic
beijing 0.191
binzhou -I.572
changzhi -0.705
chaozhou -1.839
guangzhou 0.611
guiyang -2.393
hanzhong -1.602
huainan - 1 .753
huangshi -1.028
jilin 
-2.543
jinchang 
-2.29
kunming -1.3
Ieshan -2.166
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There a,re two implications: First, there exists no steady state size for most cities. This
rejects the conditional convergence hypothesis. Second, the city size is an -I(1.) process and
the rate of growth is an 1(0) process. Therefore we can't reject the random growth theory
as confidently as Davis and Weinstein (2002).
Even city sizes evolve in a non-stationary way, they still could move together as city
growths are affected by many common factors, such as national economic growth or other
national-wide macro economic factors. A special case is that cities grow parallel. Therefore,
we conduct cointegration tests.
3.6 Parallel Growth of Cities
Urban deterministic growth theory predicts that cities
same speed. This implies that their population levels
urban population. Since there exist short-run shocks
parallel growth requires that for any time period the
the same.
of different sizes grow parallel at the
also move together with the national
to city growth, empirically, the pure
expected growth rate of all cities be
Suppose ln Pn is AR(1) process with unit root, s&Y,
In Pi1 
- 
ai * 1tt * ln Pi,t-1, * €tt,
then the expected growth rate at time f is
U(g,t) 
- 
E(ln P;t 
-InP6,t-r) : at * gtt.
By the same token, the expected growth rate of another city j at time t is
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E(gi,t) 
- 
t(ln Pj,t 
- 
ln Pi,t-t) 
- 
aj + git.
The pure parallel growth requires
Vt,aalBat:ai*Bit.
Therefore, parallel growth implies the same time trend across all cities. The equilibrium
relationship between populations of two cities with parallel growth is specified as7
ln P61 : ai j In Pi,1
Since both lnfls and lnPit are likely unit root processes, the cointegration relationship
should be tested before making any estimation. The regression model for cointegraiton test
is
In P,;1 
- 
ai * lln Pi,t * €rt. (3.3)
Where ln Pil is the population level of chosen reference city. If ln Pzr and ln P7,t are cointe-
grated andTl l,thencityigrowsatdifferentratefromthereferencecity j. If ln4tand
lnPi,t are cointegrated and 7 - 1, this favors parallel growth.
We consider the following four groups, using Johansen-Juselius cointegration rank test.
(1) Choosing the national urban population as the reference, we test the parallel growth
of the national and cities populations of all sizes and in all regions. We find the populations
"Sharma (2003) specified the following model to test parallel growth: ln P;, : a; * 6t * prln Pi1 * ei1. He
concluded that Bi :1 implies parallel growth. But it is true only if the time trend d is zero or small enough
to be neglected.
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of all 138 individual cities having unit root cointegrate with country population. And
three cities, Mianyang, Taizhou(jiangsu) and Yueyang, have population growths pa,rallel
to national population growth. They locate in different regions but all belong to small or
medium size categories. Panel (a) of Table 4 provides the estimated value of 7 and test
statistic values for cointegration and pa.rallel tests ofthese three cities. Figure 3-a visualizes
these parallel growths.
(2) Choosing Shanghai as the reference city, we test if six super large-sized cities grow
parallel. This is to investigate the growths of cities of comparable sizes. Four super
large-sized cities populations cointegrate with Shanghai's population. And Beijing displays
growth parallel to Shanghai. They are political and economic centers in north and south
China separately. See Panel (b) of Table 4 and Figure 3-b.
(3) Choosing Kunming as the reference city, we test six cities in western region. This is
to investigate the growths of cities in the same region. Three cities populations cointegrate
with Kunming's population. Guiyang displays growth parallel to Kunming. Both of them
are provincial capitals. See Panel (c) of Table 4 and Figure 3-c.
(4) Choosing Shenzhen as the reference city, we test four cities in special economic
zones. Populations of other cities in the special economic zones cointegrate with Shenzhen's
population. From Panel (d) of Table 4 and Figure 3-d, Zhuhai has growth seemly parallel
to Shenzhen.
In summary, the findings here do not support pa,rallel growth as predicted by the urban
deterministic growth theory. However, we do find that a few cities with simila^r size, location,
and policy regime show parallel growth.
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Table 4: Parallel Grovrth Test for Logarithmic Population Levels by Group
a-@): parallel growth-nation and cities population
Reference: countrY
City Pop.
mianyang 22.07
taizhou 13. 53
yueyang 22.83
Region Rank:O Rank:1
3 64.8233x 1.1017
1 37.9510x 0.0062
2 68.8901* 0.3617
p-value (Ho:7 
- 
1)
0.3704
0.749L
0.4632
Coeff. j
0.9610
0.9578
r.0242
4-(b): parallel growth-cities of similar sizes
Reference: shanghai
City Pop. Region
beijing 498.3 1
guangzhou 248.61 1
shenyang 3I7.32 1
Rank:O rank:1
37.723r* 0.2847
24.4450* L.rL42
44.5207* 0.0473
L2.1476 0.4787
23.1610* 0.0587
Coeff. 1 p-value (Ha : 1 
- 
I)
r.0228 0.5729
r.2550* 0.0191
0.52r4'r 0
t.77t2* 0.0005
tianjin
wuhan
412.38 1
289.9 1
 -(.): parallel growth-cities in the same region
Reference: kunming
City Pop.
guiyang 87.13
hanzhong 14.89
jinchang 6.93
leshan 29.55
zunyi 23.37
Region Rank:O Rank:1
3 r7.877r* 0.3335
3 6.2579 0.1335
3 49.4409* 0.4550
3 31.9680* 0.0000
3 L4.2054 0.2518
p-value (Ho:7 
- 
1)
0.4It4
0.0022
0
Coeff. ^y
0.9608
1.3602
0.7089
4-(d): parallel growth-cities in special economic zones
Reference: shenzhen
City Pop. Region Rank:0 Ra,nk:l Coeff. 7 pvalue (Hs:1 :11
shantou 47.66 1 37.6685* 1.4774 0.383L+ 0
xiamen 32.81 1 26.6607* 2.2993 0.3990* 0
zhuhai 6.77 1 63.5113* 2.8443 0.9631 0.3174
Note: The population is the number in 1984; Rank:0 and Rank:l are cointegration ranks. The
critical values are 15.67 and 9.24 respectively. *significant at 5%.
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3.7 F\rrther Discussion
There are a few important issues worth further discussion.
First, the time series of each city is relatively short. Even for the panel unit root test,
the ? of our sample is still small. One possible remedy is to expand the time span of
the data set. But we are awa"re that before 1981 China employed different definition of
urban population. This requires adjustment of coefficient estimate bias from the change of
definition. Since we have a large number of units N, another possible solution is to look
for more advanced panel data tools which loose the requirement about large 7 . The factor
model in Bai and Ng (2004) might be a good candidate.
Second, we only considered the balance pa,rt of our data set, i.e, cities having observa-
tions from 1984. However, one of the striking features of Chinese urbanization is the growth
of new cities. It would be interesting to investigate the growth evolution incorporating the
birth of new cities.
Third, observation of similar growth patterns in the three sub-groups may partly support
the locational fundamental theory, since regional characteristics and policies in special zones
are locationally specific.
Given China is stil in the period of rapid urbanization, we only tentatively conclude
that parallel growth is rejected. We are not clear what the city size distribution will look
like when China's urbanization becomes stable.
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3.8 Conclusion
This paper focuses on identifying the growth patterns of Chinese cities and testing the
rand.om growth theory and deterministic growth theory in urban economics. Given the fact
that China is still in the period of rapid urbanization, even through we apply rigorous time
series econometric techniques, lve can only tentatively conclude that the overall Chinese
city growth does not follow either random growth or parallel growth. However, a small
number of cities with certain common group characteristics do grow parallel. For example,
super large-sized cities Beijing and Shanghai grow pa.rallel. Zhuhai and Shenzhen, both in
special economic zones, also grow parallel. Our methodology should be able to produce
more interesting and convincing empirical regularities when more data become available.
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